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Last issue we ran an
interview with the wellknown agent and promoter
Paul Barrett who has sadly
since passed away. Paul will
be fondly remembered by
many a Woodie as well as
the acts he managed.
So long Paul.

Keith lists one of his top twelves
Doug Kershaw talks to Mr Angry
Brian Clark revisits Mr Excitement
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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An old lady, soon to be
retired (captured here
chewing a wasp) mumbles
“ I’m looking for a new job
so can you HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE! ”
Greetings Gang,
Welcome to the first brand new issue of a brand new year, and
I trust you had a great festive season. Now it’s time to start
looking forward to all the amazing things we have lined up for you all during the year ahead, most
importantly is our fantastic exclusive one-off at the 100 Club London on Sunday 16th June.
Another never to be repeated Tales From The Woods extravaganza, bringing to the United
Kingdom, for what will be his first ever show in London, the legendary Raging Cajun himself,
Doug Kershaw. Tickets are selling fast as you would expect for a show of such Importance and
rarity. If you wish to sit, please advise as soon as possible, as seating capacity is limited. Feel free
to contact us here at Tales From The Woods regarding tickets, information, payments either by
cheque or PayPal, cash too if you’re passing by us here in Bromley or attending any of our
upcoming social events. Once again Graham Fenton, he of Matchbox fame, will be in support,
and the Tales From The Woods Band as ever professional have already begun rehearsals. We
are all so looking forward to the show, Doug is so excited at the prospect of playing in London,
and Graham is ticking off the days before he steps on to the hallowed stage of 100 Oxford Street.















Everyone here at Tales From The Woods is so
pleased that our twice/thrice yearly soirees at
Gerry’s Club Soho have proved so very popular with
Woodies, their guests, and musos alike. It appears
that the opportunity to sit or stand in pleasant,
comfortable surroundings, with a non-obtrusive
soundtrack provided by the long-time proprietor
Michael (like us all a roots music fan), the sounds
will become a little more robust when we have our
live music interlude, when TFTW band members plug
in and guests from the floor are invited to step up to
the mic and play or sing a song or two.
Tales From The Woods once again showing the
way by recreating a Soho that used to be, when live
music could be heard coming from coffee bars,
clubs and pubs, sitting side by side with the slightly
more seedier side of Soho life. We have another
soiree just a few weeks away as I type, a tiny bit
past mid-January, and already we are at near
capacity with eager fun loving folks aged from their
twenties to their eighties, many living in and around
London, while some travel miles, as far as South
Wales, South Yorkshire, Lancashire, to soak up this
unique experience.
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By the time Issue 107 hits your screen, the soiree will be just days away. A little too late maybe to
get your name down on the invite list, unless folks cancel for reasons beyond their control, drop us
an email, go and give us a call, you never know, you might be lucky, if not there’ll be a next time.

























I was amazed to discover on reading in one of the UK’s more serious newspapers, or broadsheets
as we used to call them, before they shrank in size and I’m sure it will surprise many of you as
much as it did I. Virtually unknown by much of the population of the UK, the comedy sketch
“Dinner For One” was performed by one of our barely remembered music hall comedians Freddie
Frinton, who took his final bow many years ago. However in Germany every Christmas many
millions of Germans gather around their television sets and many hundreds of thousands more
across the Baltic States and Scandinavia tune in, to laugh hysterically at the ancient black and
white comedy sketch starring the aforementioned Frinton, a former fish filleter from Grimsby
before the glare of the footlights beckoned.
Every year since 1972, an estimated 12
million viewers in Germany alone watch
this sketch, shown as early as 10.30am
and repeated spasmodically throughout
the remainder of the day up to midnight on
their public owned TV channel. The
sketch, which includes a side kick by the
name of May Warden, who may be
familiar to our friends in the British Music
Hall Society and fellow Woodies, has
unbelievably
spawned
considerable
literature, even a cooking manual and
possibly most amazing of all a
commemorative stamp.
First filmed more than fifty years ago, very much influenced by silent movie slapstick, producer
Peter Frankenfeld (a legendary name of light entertainment in his native land), first saw the sketch
whilst in Blackpool in 1962 scouting for both ideas and talent. Soon both Frinton and Warden were
being whisked off to Hamburg to be filmed in front of a live TV audience and the rest is history as
they say. Perhaps one or more of our European mainland Woodies and enthusiastic readers of
this magazine can enlighten us on its appeal, which seems to have escaped the attention of a
home audience; maybe you have fond endearing childhood memories attached to this piece of
British comedy history. We look forward to hearing from you all.
Footnote: Incredibly as I was researching this article for this magazine, I was advised by a veteran
subscriber that this sketch was shown for the first time in many decades on UK television this past
New Year’s Eve on Sky Arts channel.

























Contained within this issue we are seriously repeating selected articles from our distant past, long
before we became an on-line magazine, even before TFTW set foot on a central London stage, we
produced articles of quality far beyond its presentation on cheaply produced photo copier paper,
stapled together and excitedly posted off to forty, fifty, maybe sixty loyal Woodies who were with
us from the beginning. One such article which is vastly deserving of a far larger audience and
reproduced in a manner deserving, that being Brian “Bunter” Clark’s series on the life and music
of the great Jackie Wilson. The original series ran over five issues from June to October 2002 and
will be repeated similarly. Settle back in your favourite chair, lap-top on your knee, or paper copy
in your hands and enjoy, be amazed at Brian’s incredible knowledge on this and many other such
musical subjects.
For the benefit of our much younger readers who were just whippersnappers when this magazine
was born way back in 2001, or one of the many hundreds who have joined us since we caught up
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with the 21st century and went on line, Brian was one of the very first contributors to this
magazine, producing many fine articles as well as CD, vinyl, show reviews. Secretly at the time he
was also a drummer; to say he surprised us all by sitting in with the now famous Rhythm and
Blues singer and guitarist James Hunter at the Royal George pub, just off Charing Cross Road,
the occasion being TFTW membership secretary Ken Major’s day-job retirement party, would
indeed be an understatement.
Naturally once the Tales From The Woods Band was formed, Brian became our first call to sit
behind the skins, also being the only member to transcend from the original outfit to present
amalgamation, only reluctantly having to hand the drum stool over through a combination of
domestic issues, workload with a Southend based blues based rockabilly trio, still a welcome
cheery face when his hectic schedule allows him to pop in and see us from time to time.

























I’m sure you will join us here by congratulating
Peter Donegan on his deservedly successful
appearance on television talent show, “The
Voice”. Not only did he find himself on a winning
streak, and was inducted into Sir Tom Jones’
team but he got to duet with the Welsh superstar
on “I’ll Never Fall In Love Again”. This was the
song that took Tom to the top of the charts back
in the sixties and was composed by Peter’s
father, the legendary king of skiffle Lonnie
Donegan. Peter sat at the piano and performed
this song at last year’s “Last Hurrah For Skiffle” show at the sold out Spice Of Life in Soho which
Peter headlined. There is a video of Peter performing the song on our YouTube channel. A
comfortable amount of hits have followed over the past eleven months, that is until receiving the
mass media seal of approval from “The Voice” show, in a matter of days the hits rocketed up to
around 40.000 at last sighting, amazing!
However long before “The Voice” was conceived in the imagination of a television production
team, TFTW along with its highly naturally musically intelligent audience appreciated the talents of
Peter Donegan at our 2006 Skiffle 50 show and just last year in central London. It’s all very well
being forever ahead of the pack, but if all inside the mass media ignore us, for example as
reported before, all attempts to garner interest in our historically important Doo-Wop show at the
100 Club last June, failed to even acknowledge our emails at BBC
Radio London, they could not provide an explanation, simply as one
does not exist, the aforementioned seal of approval is obviously
required. We are at the 100 Club this coming June, possibly an even
more historically important show. BBC Radio 2, which supposedly caters, during
the Thursday evening country music program, for alternative music during the
evening hours, I can advise our readers at the time of typing is still yet to reply.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to blues guitarist, singer, composer
Jody Williams who died 1st December 2018 at his home in
Indiana aged 83.
Born Mobile Alabama 3rd February 1935, like many thousands
of southern folk Jody, aged just five, took part in one of the
biggest migrations in history and headed north with his family to
Chicago, the city that would in barely more than a decade
become the home of electric blues. From childhood to teens,
the sound of his adopted home city entered his consciousness,
his first instrument being harmonica, before switching to guitar,
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practicing hard, day and night until he felt he’d got it about right. By age 17 he was gigging on
Maxwell Street, the thoroughfare synonymous with the blues of Chicago, where so many legendsto-be cut their teeth, one of whom was the mighty Bo Diddley who took Jody under his wing, along
with Roosevelt Jackson on washtub bass playing on Maxwell Street for loose change. In a few
years he’d be at Bo’s side in the studio at Chess Records, playing behind and alongside the
custom made square body guitar of Diddley, providing the stinging guitar riff on the classic “Who
Do You Love”.
Howlin’ Wolf had barely stepped off the train
at Chicago, leaving Memphis and Sun
Records, soon to rival Muddy Waters for the
crown of master of Chicago blues. Jody
would go on to play with Wolf for over a
year, providing the influential, passionate,
imaginative lead guitar licks; even when his
long time guitar player Hubert Sumlin joined,
Jody stayed on for a while, their twin guitars
must have caused a stir around the clubs of
Chicago and beyond.
Howlin' Wolf, Hubert Sumlin, Hosea Kennard, Jody Williams

Jody, by now a much in demand session musician
at Chess, played behind, toured and recorded with
Memphis Minnie, many a classic recording, history
was being made on a near daily basis, playing on
pianist Otis Spann’s “Must Have Been The Devil” on
which B.B King performed. Considerably influenced
by King, Williams can be heard also on Billy Boy
Arnold’s “Ain’t Got You”, Otis Rush’s “Three Times A
Fool” as well as sides by former Muddy Waters
sideman striking out on his own, Jimmy Rogers,
Jazz blues singer, Jimmy Witherspoon, smooth west
coast blues pianist and singer Charles Brown,
southern rockabilly Dale Hawkins and New Orleans
Rock'n'Roller Bobby Charles. December 1955 would
Syl Johnson, Billy Boy Arnold, Jody Williams
see Williams record his debut “Looking For My
Baby”, a sax driven piece under the name of Little Papa Joe for Blue Lake Records. Jody was
barely out of the studio before the company folded, another track “Groaning My Blues Away” had
to wait over three decades to see the light of day.
The frequency that Williams found his trademark riffs being used without credit or compensation
caused considerable disillusion with the music industry, compounded in 1961 when Chess records
took to the courts to gain composing rights for the distinctive guitar sound created by Williams,
lifted for “Love Is Strange” a huge stateside hit for Mickey and Sylvia, on which acclaimed guitarist
Mickey Baker provided the guitar sound, which surely was massively responsible for its huge
success. Chess won the case, however Williams gained nothing, this being the final straw. Up to
this time he’d been leading his own blues trio “Big Three Trio” (not to be confused with the man
who penned many of the blues songs that came out of Chicago during the fifties and sixties Willie
Dixon, who led a trio of the same name, or indeed a regarded Rock’n’Roll trio who came along a
little later in Liverpool UK, The Big Three). Come 1962 Jody would push his guitar under the bed,
where It would remain untouched and unloved for the next thirty eight years, soon to commence
studies in electronics to work for the Xerox company for the remaining working age of his life.
A new century arrived, the year 2000, retired and under his wife’s feet, it was she who suggested
her husband should drag the guitar from under the bed, perhaps find a little alternative interest to
occupy his time. He heard that his old friend Robert Lockwood Jnr was playing a gig not too far
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from the Williams family home in Indiana, for the “Chicago Blues Foundation”. Jody went along to
shake the hand of his old friend and make new friends amongst the fans and musicians after
seemingly coming out of nowhere for close to forty years. He got to listen to old
tapes of his past glories, finding himself deeply moved by what he heard, and it
would not be too long before being tempted into the studio, amazingly cutting
his first solo album, suitably titled “Return Of A Legend” 2002. This proved to be
a true reawakening, a follow up two years later “You Left Me In The Dark” put
him well on the road to bookings for blues festivals across USA, Canada,
Europe and beyond; not the UK, however as no enterprising European
promoter gave us a call. Sadly ill health finally forced Jody off the road in 2014.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to songwriter, singer, front man of
Buzzcocks, Pete Shelley who died on 6th December 2018 aged 63 from a heart attack.
There were indeed a few exaggerated claims for Shelley’s abilities as a
songwriter during the immediate aftermath of his totally unexpected death;
comparisons with Ray Davies for example could be found in print in our
more worthy, weighty newspapers. However in our humble opinion what
can’t be argued during the punk heyday he brought along a lyrical, subtle
wit to the songs of the Buzzcocks, his sexual ambiguity accentuating
adolescent confusion in otherwise a pretty confrontational aggressive
scene. For that reason alone he stood out from the pack.
Born Peter Campbell McNeish 17th April 1955, Leigh Lancashire, his
father a fitter at Astley Green colliery, his mother a former mill worker. A
bright lad, he attended Leigh grammar school, and it was here that he
began to compose songs, after being influenced from across the
Atlantic by way of Velvet Underground, Iggy and The Stooges,
going on to study electronica at Bolton Institute Of Technology.
Influenced by the early electronic music that was coming out of
Germany at the time, his ideas were placed upon a reel to reel
tape, forming his first band that never played more than half a
dozen gigs, before forming another project which resulted in an
album entitled “Sky Yen” which finally saw the light of day in 1980.
However it was simply answering an advert on a college notice
board that gave birth to the Buzzcocks; Howard Devoto wanted to
form a band influenced by the likes of the aforementioned Iggy
and The Stooges, although Devoto was to leave soon after a brief
flirtation with success on an EP called “Spiral Scratch” July 1976
making their debut as support to the Sex Pistols at the Lesser
Free Trade Hall Manchester.
The Buzzcocks were signed to United Artists label, their debut single
“Orgasm Addict” which the BBC declined to play, the clue to why maybe
in its title. They were on far safer ground with their follow up, “What Do I
Get” which pretty much had their trademark identifiable sound, managing
to scrape inside the top forty at 37. The same year 1978 saw the debut
album released “Another Music In A Different Kitchen” that hit pay-dirt
reaching No 5 in the LP charts. The follow up album released later the
same year contained the single for which they will be forever associated
“Ever Fallen In Love (With Someone You Shouldn’t Have)”. Chart
success, riding on a crest, third album out in the stores in 1979, “A
Different Kind Of Tension” along with number of singles “Promises”,
“Everybody’s Happy Nowadays”, “Harmony In My Heart”.
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However by the time the seventies gave way to the eighties, tension between members of the
band, falling out with EMI who by now had taken over United Artist label, the end finally came in
1981 with Shelley breaking up the band. Launching a solo career with “Homosapien” lifted from
the album of same name, its depiction of gay sex contained within
the lyrics were too much for the time, resulting in another ban
from the BBC. 1983 another solo project achieved better sales
“XL1”, a single from it gave him a minor hit “Telephone Operator”.
Before the decade was out in 1989 Buzzcocks had reformed,
toured and cut a series of albums commencing in 1993 with
“Trade Test Transmission” through to 2014’s “The Way”.
Following the sudden death of revered and iconic DJ John Peel in
2005, Shelley recorded a tribute version of Buzzcocks’ most
famous song “Ever Fallen In Love” with an array of stars in tow,
including Robert Plant, Roger Daltrey, David Gilmore, Elton John.
The last few years would see him up sticks to Estonia with his
second wife Greta.

























It was with great sadness that we learnt of the
death of veteran Rock’n’Roll agent, promoter,
manager, singer and occasional actor Paul
Barrett at his home in South Wales, on 21st
January 2019.
Paul had been in failing health for a couple of
years after suffering a stroke.
Despite this Paul kindly journeyed to London
to conduct an interview for Tales From The
Woods magazine which we published in our
December issue 106. There can no more
perfect tribute to Paul than his own words
reflecting on his long career in Rock'n'Roll,
often with much humour.
If you missed it last issue, just type in
www.tftw.org.uk and click on back issues.

In advance of Doug Kershaw’s debut on a TFTW stage, John Howard sent us this…
They call him the Ragin' Cajun, and legend has it he
plays fiddle so fast it looks like it's smoking. Doug
Kershaw has captured the country market, hit the pop
charts, and is a darling of Americana and World Music.
Just 83, he has discovered a whole new set of fans
who place him firmly in rockabilly. His best known
composition is the biographical Louisiana Man, with
some claiming there are 800 covers and revivals. He
makes his London debut in June, and spoke to us in
his Colorado home.
JH: Colorado? Aren't you the Louisiana Man?
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DK: I exchanged the bayous for the mountains 31 years ago. My wife comes from Colorado.
JH: How long have you been in the business?
DK: I had my first paying gig in 1948. My mother played guitar, and I played fiddle and sang. I
remember the name of the place. It was called The Bucket of Blood. I spoke only French until I
was eight years old, and I was playing fiddle before that. I now play 28 different instruments, but I
don't think I'd make much of a living if I only played the triangle, but it is an instrument, so it
counts.
JH: Where were you born?
DK: A small community called Tiel Ridge in Cameron Parish in south west Louisiana. We lived on
a houseboat where my Mom and Pop, Jack and Rita, hosted parties which is where I first heard
Cajun music, with accordions and fiddles. My Pop caught catfish and dogfish, and the houseboat
followed the fish and the alligators.
JH: What was your breakthrough?
DK: In 1948, after I taught my younger brother Rusty the guitar,
we formed a family band with my older brother Nelson, known
as Peewee, and we called ourselves The Continental Playboys.
After Peewee left, we continued as a duo, Rusty and Doug.
We cut a single for record producer and label owner J.D. Miller
in 1955 titled So Lovely Baby which was released on the
Hickory label. It made the top twenty country singles chart, and
as a result we were invited to perform on the Louisiana Hayride
on the radio. We also appeared on WWVA Jamboree, out of
Wheeling, West Virginia. Next year we joined the Grand Ol' Opry and became regulars.
JH: I believe you planned to go to University to study mathematics?
DK: I was accepted but I had to make a decision, whether to study or play music. I chose music.
But I have got a doctorate. McNeese University in Lake Charles decided to give me the degree
and I performed a concert with the full university symphony orchestra. That was great.
JH: At the height of your career both you and Rusty joined the US Army. Why?
DK: We knew we were likely to be drafted, so we volunteered. We served
three years, from 1958 to 1961. While I was in the army I wrote Louisiana
Man. When we came out, we recorded it and I'm pleased to say it sold very
well. The same year we recorded Hey Mae and Diggy Liggy Lo, which came
out on the same 45rpm single.
JH: A contender for the best double sided single...
DK: Why, thank you.
JH: I believe Rusty quit the duo in 1964?
DK: He got tired of touring. I'm not, I love performing, and I've got no plans to retire. I've never
played London, even as Rusty and Doug, and I'm looking forward to it.
Johnny Cash invited Doug to be his guest on the first networked edition of his show in 1969, and
he finished the year making new fans among the rock audience with a week-long residency at
New York's Fillmore East alongside Eric Clapton's Derek and the Dominos.
He also appeared at the Newport Folk Festival, which led to a long-term contract with Warner
Brothers. More lately, he returned to the country charts in a duet with Hank Williams Junior,
entitled Cajun Baby, and wowed crowds at Viva Las Vegas Rock’n’Roll festival as the guest of
Deke Dickerson, who announced from the stage that he wanted Doug to visit Europe.
The show at London's 100 Club on Sunday June 16 is the result.
John Howard
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TFTW

TOP 10

25th November 2018 ~ 25th January 2019
Position
1. (-)
Peter Donegan - I'll Never Fall In Love Again*
2. (1)
Dave Berry - The Crying Game
3. (-)
Peter Donegan - It Takes A Worried Man
4. (-)
Peter Donegan - I Wanna Go Home
5. (-)
Peter Donegan - Rock Island Line
6. (3
Mike Berry - Tribute To Buddy Holly
7. (2)
P.P. Arnold - The First Cut Is The Deepest
8. (5)
Charlie Gracie - Fabulous
9. (4)
Chas Hodges - Travelin' Light
10. (6) Billie Davis - Tell Him
(Previous chart position shown in brackets)

Plays
41,125
2,074
1,621
1,517
919
866
812
702
666
565

Total plays on the TFTW channel for this period = 56,733 (10,469)
Total plays on the TFTW channel to date = 211,942
* This one video performed exceptionally well thanks to Peter's duet with Tom Jones on ITV's "The Voice".
See all available videos by going to our website at www.TFTW.org.uk and clicking the YouTube link

























Hi Gang, for issue 107 we present a brand new series, my personal top dozen
videos of Tales From The Woods shows as currently on display on our YouTube
channel upon the last Saturday of 2018 (29/12/18). I mention this as our hard
working YouTube manager, Denis, removes items spasmodically, refreshing and replacing
alongside completely new additions.
Part 1 contains British and European acts, while issue 108 will consist of a “bubbling under” list
that might deserve to make the prior list. However these are in no particular order, a great
opportunity for our readers to have their say; you may totally disagree with my choices, feeling
that deserving items were left out. Next up Issue 109 will be devoted purely to American acts who
have graced a TFTW stage. (All of this unless he forgets - H) Look forward to hearing from you all.
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Dance Her By Me One More Time

Jimmy Powell

It took a couple of years to convince the great Jimmy Powell to travel to the
Borderline venue in London to perform on our show, but he finally agreed
(possibly to stop me from bugging him). Jimmy, semi-retired from the
music business, was by 2014, happy to perform spasmodically around his
native city of Birmingham. The TFTW Band and I so much wanted to bring
him back for another show; sadly it proved not to be as Jimmy passed
away suddenly.
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2

Why, Why Me

Cliff Bennett

Cliff, certainly one of the UK’s unique and finest Rock’n’Roll, vintage Soul
voices, tackles Delbert McClinton’s rocking masterpiece original “Why, Why
Me” in unsurpassable fashion. Blowing up a storm on sax, an original from
Cliff Bennett’s Rebel Rousers, the late “Too Tall” Tony Hall.

3

Can’t Believe You Wanna Leave

Roy Young

The late Roy Young earnt and deserved the mantle the “British Little
Richard” as proven here with a version of his hero’s fifties classic done as
Roy only could do. This video dates back to 2010, the oldest in this
selection; not only does it celebrate Roy’s return to his native land after
over three decades in the United States, also the final show for TFTW Band
Mk1. Making his debut that evening was John Spencely on lead guitar.
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I’m Moving In

Danny Rivers

The late Danny Rivers puts across a fine performance on a neglected rocker
from his early sixties career, despite a stumble on both words and beat after
instrumental break. Sadly this would be his final performance for us before he
left us, although as always a brave and ever friendly face, he was not a well
man by this time.

5

Cry

Stephen Ackles

A massive star in his native Norway for decades, little known here in the UK
outside of the Jerry Lee Lewis fan base. However it’s not Stephen’s hero
Jerry Lee’s song I’ve chosen but that of Johnny Ray, a song for which this
grossly underestimated pre-Rock’n’Roll belter is best remembered. Ackles
performed this at my request.
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Boys

Beryl Marsden

An early sixties Shirelles B side, performed by this pint size bubble of energy.
The lass from Liverpool never received the public acclaim she deserved,
although she can out sing many of her far better known contemporaries not
just from her native city but far and wide across the UK. Beryl is long overdue
for a return.
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The First Cut Is The Deepest

P.P. Arnold

There can be little doubt that TFTW shows have no competition as far as
breadth of diversity Is concerned, which is very much due to the cultural
sophistication of its audience as much as the creative Intelligence of the
Tales From The Woods team. No greater proof is needed as late sixties
soul songstress P.P. Arnold performs her original and finest most famous
song, headlining that evening over a wildly eclectic bill that included Wee
Willie Harris, Dave Berry and more.
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Sixteen Candles

Chris Andrews

A hugely successful songwriter and singer who over a long career has
created many hits for Sandie Shaw, Adam Faith and countless others, as
well as himself. If you have any doubts as to Chris’s true Rock’n’Roll
credentials, search out him performing on “Oh Boy” back in 1958 alongside
Tony Sheridan and Brian “Licorice” Locking; check out this segment first
though, as the amount of views suggest that it has been cruelly neglected.
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Strange Effect

Dave Berry

If you’re an ardent follower of Denis Hoare’s Top 10 TFTW video chart in
every issue of TFTW magazine you will know that Dave Berry’s “Crying
Game” lives close to the top of the charts with many thousands of views.
For me it is the ethereal feeling of “Strange Effect” that wins for me, a
superb backing provided by the Tales From The Woods Band is faultless
throughout.
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Crazy Arms

Chas Hodges

In the autumn of 2018 we lost our good friend Chas Hodges. Here he is with
a stripped down Tales From The Woods band, which on this occasion
included the late Mac Paul on drums, fresh from Chas and Dave’s gig the
night before at the Royal Albert Hall, Chas paying homage to his hero and
friend Jerry Lee Lewis, a country classic.
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Red House

Ray Phillips

Ray has performed for us no less than three times over the years, first at a
quaint provincial theatre in rural Essex, far more recently October 2017 at
the 100 Club. Some may suggest, histrionics aside from stand in guitarist
Ian Terry, at this showing at the Borderline a year or so prior, Ray is clearly
enjoying every moment of a blues often associated with Jimi Hendrix.

12

Frankie and Johnny

Peter Donegan

Son of the King Of Skiffle, Lonnie Donegan, Peter headlined our “Last
Hurrah For Skiffle” at the Spice Of Life in Soho, January 2018. I number
among the many who say that Lonnie’s “Frankie and Johnny” is British
Rock’n’Roll and Skiffle’s finest moment during the fifties, and Peter kindly
granted my request for this song, a powerful power house solo performance
on piano.
More next issue gang, look forward to hearing or reading your comments.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
In the Phil Spector/Lana Clarkson case Dianne Ogden was called by the prosecution. Ogden like Dorothy
Melvin was also threatened by Spector with guns. Ogden met Spector in 1982. In 1989 she was at a Spector party at
his mansion in Pasadena. On trying to leave, Spector began swearing at her and said “He was demonic. It scared the
hell out of me”. He first approached her with a rifle, then with a pistol saying “He put it all over me”, and at some point
said over and over again “he was going to blow my brains out”. Spector then ordered her up to his bedroom. The next
morning she awoke to Spector singing in the shower like nothing had happened. The incident was never ever
mentioned. On another occasion when she got up to leave Spector said ”I have an Uzi with me and I am going to kill
you”. He ran after her but she fled in her car. Source: Linda Deutsch, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 8.5.2007
2.
Dale Hawkins reputedly saw Howling Wolf down on his knees screaming “Suzie something or other” Dale
wrote “Suzie Q” with James Burton, and when it was published it was credited to Dale, Eleanor Broadwater, the wife
of a disc jockey, and local record shop owner Stanley J. Lewis. The title appears to have come from a dance craze in
the '30s “Doin' The Suzie Q” and was included in the Cotton Club Revue of 1936. Dale claims that until MCA bought
the Chess Records catalogue in 1985 he had not received any royalties. Dale was one of the first white artists Chess
signed, and was also one of the first white artists to appear at the Apollo in New York and the Regal in Chicago. Dale
died 13.2.2010 from Colon cancer. Source: Douglas Martin, The New York Times, 18.2.2010 (thanks also to Colin
Escott-KM)
3.
The Hootenanny Fest is held every Independence Day in Irvine's Oak Canyon Ranch, and this year was to
have included Chuck Berry and Jerry Lee Lewis. Jerry cried off under doctor's orders, but punters who purchased the
$35 ticket could use the ticket for admission to a Pomona show for his 75th birthday. Chuck at aged 83 did perform,
and confessing to tiring easily, included slow numbers such as “Every Day I Have The Blues” and “Wee Wee Hours”.
Rockers included “Roll Over Beethoven” ”School Days” and ”Sweet Little 16”. Backing Chuck was his regular bassist
Jim Marsala, Andy Hill (keyboards), Kyle Helm (drums) who he picked up locally. Other performers included Shooter
Jennings, son of Waylon, Nick 13, Rhett Miller, Roger Alan Wade. Source: Randy Lewis, Los Angeles Times,
5.7.2010
4.
Los Angeles band The Knack had a No. 1 hit in 1979 for 6 weeks with “My Sharona”. Doug Lars Feiger was
the leader and co-wrote the song, and said it was inspired by a former girlfriend. Doug was born 20.8.52 in Detroit and
grew up in suburban Oak Park, Mich. After graduating from high school, his sister Beth Falkenstein said he went to
England to record two albums with the group Sky. Their signature white shirts and thin black ties became a hall-mark
of the New Wave music scene which distinguished itself from punk. The best songs on their debut album “Get the
Knack” were “classics of their kind,” so wrote Times pop music critic Robert Hilburn in 1979. Doug died October 2010
from cancer. Source: Los Angeles Times, 15.2.2010
5.
The FBI released a 34 page file on James Brown under the Freedom of Information Act. In 1989, Adrienne
Brown, James’ wife, complained to the Bureau about harassment by cops, claiming they had violated his civil rights.
The dossier gives a full public account of an incident in September 1988 from James’ point of view. James discovered
that people having a meeting in a building were using James’ office bathroom. He locked up the bathroom and on
driving to S. Carolina met a road block where police broke his window, fired on his truck 23 times including the tyres
and gas tank. After a chase he was arrested, and in jail was hit in the face. In 1989 James began a six year sentence
for aggravated assault in the chase and served two years. The FBI sent the report to an attorney but concluded the
allegations “had no apparent prosecutive merit”. Source: Joe Stephens, L.V. Review-Journal, 3.4.2007
6.
Bob Woolmer, the coach of the Pakistan cricket team was found dead by housekeepers in the late morning of
March 18, in room 375 on the 12th floor of the Jamaica Pegasus Hotel. It was the third slaying in that hotel in the last
12 months. This occurred during the world cup and both India and Pakistan had already been knocked out of the
series. On TV news you can see a list of the Super 8 remaining teams but also a diagram of the 12th floor. Woolmer’s
death initially was believed to be a heart attack but then later police ruled strangulation. There was a belief Woolmer
may have planned to expose match-fixing, and Greg Chappell, India’s coach said he feared for his safety. On the
defeated Pakistan’s return at Karachi airport hecklers shouted “Shame”, “Go To Hell”, “Sell Lentils” and to one
cricketer that he should ride around the city on a donkey. Source: Chuck Culpepper, L.A Times, 30.3.2007
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7.
The first week of the cricket world cup in the Caribbean saw adverse reactions after small cricket countries
thrashed the larger. India lost to Bangladesh and two dozen upset fans ransacked the under construction home of
Mahendra Singh Dhoni kicking bricks off the foundation. Four months earlier 2000 jubilant fans caused a four hour
jam outside a salon when Dhoni visited for a haircut. In Kanpur protestors set fire to effigies of Virender Sehwag and
Dhoni. In Jalandhar locals marched and burned posters of players. In Allahabad several protests burned effigies and
posters, as did in Varanasi. Ireland ousted Pakistan from the World Cup with the “Dawn” newspaper headlining
“National Disaster”. The following day Pakistan coach Bob Woolmer was found dead of a heart attack, and icon Imran
Khan blamed this on the team’s poor performance. Source: Chuck Culpepper, L.A. Times, 20.7.2007
8.
Jenn Harris is an American soccer fan reminding readers that in England it is “football”, and has been a
Liverpool fan since leaving college, but this three day trip was split between the Manchester United and Liverpool’s
grounds. He booked into Hotel Football owned by Gary Neville and Ryan Giggs, address-99 Sir Matt Busby Way.
There is the Old Trafford Supporters Club, a floor where fans can watch games and on another a small playable pitch.
Toiletries are packed to mimic “soccer jerseys”. In Café Football, dishes and drinks are named after players. The
National Football Museum has five floors of “jerseys” once worn by the football greats. Recommended is Rosso’s
Italian restaurant co-owned by Rio Ferdinand. Old Trafford is the largest football club stadium in Britain. Source: Jenn
Harris, L.A.Times, 19.3.2017
9.
Stonewall Jackson is suing 44 years old Pete Fisher, Opry general manager/Gaylord Entertainment $20m for
age discrimination. Gaylord have been the owners of the Grand Ole Opry since 1983. Opry members were required to
appear on the radio show at least 26 Saturdays a year and were paid $15 as Charlie Louvin remembers. If an act was
making $2k a night it could cost them $52k a year to remain a member of the Opry. Louvin said his appearances have
dwindled to 15 a year, losing health insurance for his wife with The American Federation of Television & Radio artists,
based on coverage to members against performance income. Today there are three or four shows a week, each up
to 2.5 hours long. They can range from 8 on a Tuesday show to 18 on a Saturday night. Many veteran performers
were asked to quit in 2000. Source: John Gerome, Las Vegas-Review Journal, 11.3.2007
10.
The Tipitina Foundation director Bill Taylor, is paying for the repairs of Fats Domino’s home in the 9th Ward
New Orleans, and James Elder is in charge of the construction after it was ravaged by Hurricane Katrina on Aug. 29th
2015. The home may be finished by the summer. The foundation will spend upwards of $100K with the restoration,
and is working with Elton John, Tom Petty, Bonnie Raitt, Willie Nelson, B.B. King and others, who will record a tribute
album of Domino’s songs to benefit the foundation. Roughly 25% of the proceeds will go to Fats’ home. After Katrina,
Fats was taken to the Superdrome, then to Baton Rouge where he was reunited with his family and spent two days at
the apartment of Tigers’ quarterback JaMarcus Russell. He then spent some time in New Orleans, and then moved
into a gated homestead in suburban Harvey. Source: Stacey Plaisance, Las Vegas Tribune. 7.3.2007
11.
The Old Town record label was started in New York City in the late 1950s by Hy Weiss and his brother Sam.
He had been working as a salesman for several small labels that specialised in R&B. Some of the label’s biggest hits
included “There’s A Moon Out Tonight” by the Capris, “Let The Little Girl Dance” by Billy Bland, “Remember Then” by
The Earls and “We Belong Together” by Robert & Johnny. Old Town also recorded blues artists including Willie Dixon,
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee, and in the 1960s Arthur Prysock. Weiss sold Old Town in 1996. His son, Barry
Weiss, is president and CEO of the Zomba Label Group, a unit of Sony BMG Music Entertainment. Hy was a native of
Romania and raised in the Bronx and died March 20, aged 84, in Englewood, New Jersey. Source: Los Angeles
Times, 2.4.2007
12.
Born 14.7.33 in Sparta, N.C. Franklin Delano Reeves was the youngest of 11 children, and learned to play
guitar with help from his mother, and was playing regularly by the age of 12 on a local radio show. Attending
Appalachian State College in Boone, N.C. he then joined the Air Force, performing and writing songs when stationed
at Travis Air Force Base in Northern California. He then moved to Nashville in 1962, and was signed up by Kelso
Herston to the United Artists label in the 1960s, recording under the name Del Reeves, one of the early hits being the
no. 1 hit “Girl On The Billboard” which sold a million records. Known as the “Doodle-Oo-Doo-Doo-Kid” his other hits
included “The Bells Of Southern Bell.” Reeves joined the Grand Ole Opry in 1966 where he did impressions of Jimmy
Stewart, Johnny Cash and Walter Brennan. Reeves died 1.1.07 in Centerville, Tenn. Source: L.A. Times, 3.1.2007
13.
“Suspicious Minds” is the first single off the new Viva Elvis-The Album CD set for release Nov. 9th. The 12
track compilation is a companion piece to Aria’s Cirque du Soleil show “Viva Elvis”. Tom Cording, vice president of
media relations for Legacy Recordings, Sony Music Entertainment’s catalogue division says ”I can understand why
the purist may be cautious and hesitant, but the album is a new way to bring Elvis’ music to a whole new younger
audience.” Erich van Tourneau produced the new songs sampling Elvis’ music and voice with more modern styles like
punk, garage rock and hip-hop plus voice overs and sound effects. Jerry Dean, operations manager for Entercom
Memphis’ four radio stations said he probably won’t play it. Miami oldies station WMXJ-FM plans to play the new
version of “Suspicious Minds”. Other songs include “King Creole”, “That’s All Right”, “Love Me Tender”, and “Blue
Suede Shoes”. Source: Adrian Sainz, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 19.10.2010
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This issue's interview is with veteran Rock’n’Roll DJ Wildcat Pete who has kept the flag flying for
our music for well over fifty years, at clubs, weekenders and festivals both at home and worldwide.
Welcome Wildcat Pete. Where were you born?
I was born in Dusseldorf in 1947. My dad was a Regimental Sergeant Major in the Control
Commission and they had a hospital in the British compound so it was regarded as British territory
although I didn’t come to England until I was a year old when he was demobbed. His job was
giving out food and blankets and rehousing the citizens. I came to Portsmouth when I was one
year old where we lived for several years until, on my fifth birthday, we moved to Beaconsfield,
Buckinghamshire and I’ve been there ever since.
My mum used to work in the canteen at the Beaconsfield film studio and would come home and
tell us about who was making films there. She liked Tommy Steele and told us they were making a
film about him when I was about ten. I asked her why she didn’t take me to see him and she said
it was too late; it was all over by then. She did get me an autographed photo (no idea what
happened to that though).
Outside where I lived in Shepherds Lane, coming into the centre of Beaconsfield, there was a
roundabout with three pubs on it where Teds used to stand outside drinking their pints. One guy
had a white drape suit that I thought was fascinating. I walked up to the pub, about 60/70 yards
away from my house, and told him he looked good and asked him where he got it. He told me that
when he was demobbed, he had it made from a parachute. Next minute my mum called me home
to get a slap round the head and told to keep away from those blokes.
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That’s what started me off and I had to be a Ted as they were really cool. Mum and dad were a bit
anti-rocker, anti-Ted so they didn’t approve. When I was about 15 or 16 my dad and a friend won
£150 on the football pools, £75 each, big money in those days. He knew I wanted a suit so offered
to take me to Jackson’s or Burton’s and we went to Jackson’s. I had a three piece Ted suit made,
black herringbone serge with waistcoat, 11 inch bottoms with turn ups (I’d never get in them now, I
was skinny then) and I came out of the changing room to show my dad. He wasn’t impressed and
nearly put me through the shop window. I had to walk home from Uxbridge to Beaconsfield, about
eight miles. He told me I could do what I wanted but I wasn’t going with him. He eventually got
used to it.
By the start of the sixties I’d accumulated a lot of old 78s
as nobody wanted them with stereo coming out and I
had boxes of them. Every Friday night they had a dance
in the school canteen. Nobody was interested in playing
records, they’d rather stand there drinking bottles of
Coke and chatting the girls up. It was always the girls
dancing together and that ran from 1959 to 1961. It
might have gone on longer had the headmaster not
come in and discovered the Coca Cola was actually
home-made beer at 3d a bottle. He went absolutely ape and that was the end of that. Because I
was the one that was putting the records on, my DJing grew from that.
I started putting my own gear together. I got two Garrard SP decks, a
gooseneck stand with mike but, being a bit naïve, I didn’t understand about
the earth wire, switched it on, touched the microphone with my mouth and
that’s the last I remember. It was like being hit by a bus, so I learnt the hard
way. I started properly in 1964 doing pubs and youth clubs and the speakers I
had were enormous. These days you can get the same sound from small speakers as from those
giant cabinets. That’s probably the reason for my back problems according to the consultant,
lugging those speakers around along with heavy boxes of 78s.
I did Crondall Rock'n'Roll Club many years ago where the band was
Flying Saucers and I did the whole show with 78s, Janis Martin, Bill
Haley and so on. I had a fantastic collection of 78s and that’s where all
my money was going. I’d go down the pub with mates who’d call me a
skinflint but I was buying records and it was costing me an arm and a
leg. If I hadn’t have done that, I wouldn’t be where I am now.
Towards the end of the sixties we started going down to Dan Coffey’s
house in Newport where I was buying all these Sun 45s for 8/6d each;
Bill Flagg’s rockabilly “Go Cat Go” and “Guitar Rock” were 12/6d each
(they’re probably worth a bit more now). Once you get into it big time,
that’s where all your money goes. I’d be bidding at auctions for things
like Larry Dowd’s “Blue Swingin’ Mama” which was really
hard to get hold of. I bid 19/6d and was outbid by 6d, a lot
of money back then.
I’ve sold a few records, went through a divorce and had to sell some more but I’ve
still got a good collection. And then CDs came along and I play them to save
lugging heavy records about. The new CD player I’ve got is so light and does the
same job.
Were you the first Rock'n'Roll DJ on the circuit?
I don’t know if I was the first but I beat Fifties Flash (Keith Pinnell) by about six
months. We ended up as the best of friends and we got on like a house on fire. We
were both buying records at the same time. He had Mickey Hawks’ “Bip Bop Boom”
and it was so rare that when we were on Charlie Gillett’s show, he coughed halfway
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through so anyone taping it has got his cough in the middle. He said that everybody recorded the
show and that would stop them bootlegging it.
There’s a guy called Larry Williams (not the Larry Williams) from
Chorleywood who bought “Rockin' Chair Daddy” by Harmonica Frank
from Dan Coffey for a four figure sum. He came down and met me and
was looking through my Sun records which he said was a good collection
but his goes right back to the early Sun with all the blues and he’s got all
the really rare ones. Apparently he has two collections; one of used
records and another of mint condition unplayed sides. I understand he’d
sell the used collection for £200,000. He’s worth a few quid.
Rock'n'Roll was quite unfashionable through the sixties.
You’re not kidding - I’d sometimes get five or six people turn up for a gig. People would ask why I
did it as it couldn’t be worth it but it was for me as I enjoyed playing the records and if those half
dozen people had a good time, I was happy. It wasn’t the money on the door, it’s in my blood, like
an addiction or a religion. Buying the records wasn’t cheap and all the gear was on the nevernever. Meeting up with Dan Coffey was probably the best thing that happened to me and we had
some great times at his house. He had a reputation for being a bit free with his flick knife. I was
sitting in his front room when he was typing his newsletter, Bopping News, and I kept looking
under his table where he had some LPs. He asked me what I was looking at and I said he had a
Shakin’ Stevens LP under the table. Out came the flick knife and Dixie Dan, who was with me,
said “No Dan, you have to get used to Pete, he’s got a stupid sense of humour”. It gets me in
deep water sometimes and it took Dan a little while to get used to me. Shaky only lived a couple of
hundred yards away from Dan and he said that as soon as he saw Dan, he was gone. Later on,
with his long beard he looked like Father Christmas and I remember they had one of the chalets’
at the Rhythm Riot converted to Santa’s grotto and Dan would sit in a cupboard where you could
go and sit on his knee and have your photo taken.
Come the seventies things started to change and Charlie Gillett’s radio
programme Honky Tonk on BBC Radio London and his book The Sound Of
The City had a lot to do with it.
I did six spots on Charlie’s show, the first with Fifties Flash and I came back
for five more on my own. We got on well and he’d tell me he couldn’t play
some of the records I brought along like “Bowlegged Woman” so I’d put it
back in the box, even though it was a great record. He had to be careful in
case people thought it was a bit naughty. “Bowlegged Woman”? What’s that
all about then?
Were you on the Rock'n'Roll march on 15th May 1976?
I was doing a record hop at Fleet
Country Club and the place used to be
heaving when Stuart Colman turned up.
He asked if he could do a guest spot
over the next couple of weeks to
promote the march. Eight to nine
thousand of them left Hyde Park with
Flying Saucers on the back of the truck.
It brought the traffic in London to a
complete standstill all the way to the
BBC. Screaming Lord Sutch was stood
out there with his top hat and we
handed
the
petition
for
more
Rock'n'Roll to be played on the Radio
to Lew Grade. As far as the eye could
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see down Oxford Street was just Teds - that was a day and a half. I didn’t go to Pickett’s Lock for
the evening though. The result was that Stuart got his own Rock'n'Roll radio show although
eventually they changed the programme around him. The show, It’s Rock'n'Roll, ran on Radio 1
from ’76 to ’79. Time for another march, I reckon but we’ve got Radio Sutch in the meantime.
Who are your Rock'n'Roll heroes?
From the start Bill Haley, I just live and breathe Bill Haley. He played the greatest music and the
greatest dance music ever. Nowadays you go to a jive club and they play Bill Haley and
everybody goes and sits down. Put Shakin’ Stevens on and the floor is packed. I don’t know
what’s wrong with them. However, you go to a proper weekender like Hemsby or the Shake,
Rattle And Roll weekend and everybody’s up for Bill Haley. Jive clubs seem to prefer the Si
Cranstoun type of Rock'n'Roll. Some say he’s not proper Rock'n'Roll but ska, garage or bungalow,
whatever it is (warned you about my stupid sense of humour).
Gene Vincent and the Blue Caps, wow, I could listen to Gene all day long. I love that with Carl
Perkins next; I adore Carl Perkins. Charlie Feathers and I’ve met Carl and Charlie at Caister. And
of course Jerry Lee Lewis and Fats Domino as well, but most of all Eddie Cochran, I’m mad on
Eddie. I could reel off hundreds but they’re the main ones.
I’ve seen Vincent live at the Northcote Arms, Southall where he did a special show, seven bob to
get in (that’s 35p to the youngsters). We went up on a Green Line coach from Beaconsfield to
Southall for five shillings return (25p). It was a tiny place and I went there years later and I thought
“How did we get in here?” Perhaps we were all smaller in those days. The atmosphere was
fantastic in there; in those days there was no DJ, just a reel to reel tape, all records supplied by
the Wild Wax or Tongue Tied Danny. This was a special Friday night show and on Sunday was a
special with Gene at the London Palladium so we all piled in there as well. On the top balcony
there are brass fittings that go out holding the lights. People in front wouldn’t get out of the way for
us to get to our seats so a bunch of us walked out on these fittings with the people below
screaming at us. It could have collapsed and killed the lot of us but we didn’t think of that at the
time. We got to our seats though. During the show a little gentleman came running out in creepers
and the abuse he got from the Teds was unbelievable so he scampered off. That was Elton John.
I saw Bill Haley in 1968 at High Wycombe Town Hall and it was the
most amazing show I’d ever seen in my life. Rudy Pompilli did
“Rudy’s Rock” but I think he said, other than the drummer, the rest of
the band were Germans. On the way home we were singing Bill
Haley all the way. As soon as I got home I put on the record player
and my mum was banging on the floor. She didn’t appreciate it at
2am.
I also saw him at the London Rock'n'Roll Show at Wembley in
August 1972 and I was down the front with Dan Coffey and all the
Welsh Teds. MC5 came on in space suits
until somebody threw some scaffolding
through the drum kit and they left to the
biggest cheer. The line-up had Little
Richard, Chuck Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis, Bo Diddley, Bill Haley but it
also had MC5, Roy Wood’s Wizzard, and Gary Glitter (who really got
some stick). It also had some British rockers such as Screaming Lord
Sutch, Billy Fury, Heinz and a young Graham Fenton with the
Houseshakers.
As mentioned I saw Carl Perkins at Caister where he was fantastic and
I nearly killed myself introducing him. Johnny Morris said he wanted
me to introduce him from the DJ booth. It was pitch black in the corner
where the DJ is and the stage is made up from big black moveable
plinths and, for some reason, they’d taken one away. “Ladies and
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gentlemen, please welcome Ca…aaaaargh!” crash. I didn’t half hurt myself and the security came
over and asked me what I was doing. “Whaddya mean what am I doing? Some idiot took the
stage away!” Anyway, I met Carl backstage after the show and I remember Paul Barrett was out
there too.
Johnny asked me if I could bring on Sid King and the
Five Strings the following day. I got decked out in my
cowboy shirt with all the tassels and was helping set
up the set lists for them. A couple of girls were
whispering about whether I was in the band. “You
don’t look at the DJ much do you? I’ve been playing
records up until now”. Billy King came out and asked
me not to introduce him, just to mention Sid and not
the band. When they were ready to come on I said
“Right folks, all the way from the States, a lot of you
have got their records and you’re in for a real treat,
behind them is the backing band and one of them is the brother but I’m not telling you which one,
Sid King and the Five Strings”. They went down a storm because every song they sang,
everybody knew the words to.
Charlie Feathers was the worst one. He did about 15 seconds of “Tongue Tied Jill” and then
started talking about what he did Saturday night down this little village hall. Get on with it! He went
down like a lead brick. When you expect to hear the big hits you don’t want a few seconds of each
one and then him to keep on rabbiting, like I’m doing now. He came over with his son Bubba who
was alright. Good old days, Caister.
In the seventies the rockabilly scene came in overnight and they started going to Caister and
getting in punch ups with the Teds and that’s what finished Caister really. For me it kicked off at
the Royalty; Graham Fenton was there playing his new record “Rockabilly Rebel” and everyone
was going mad for it. That was only part of it because all these LPs started appearing with stuff
that you couldn’t get before like Don Woody’s “Barking Up The Wrong Tree”. I might as well have
left my records at home as I was just playing these LPs with all these tracks that I’d never heard
before and they were absolutely fantastic. People started bootlegging them and all these 45s
came out at £1.50 each and you could buy virtually anything then. Great for me as I had wads of
45s.
The seventies brought us the London Rock'n'Roll Show and
Caister weekenders from 1977. At the same time you had
bands like Showaddywaddy and Mud wearing multi-coloured
drapes which the original Teds thought was wrong. Most of
us were hanging our drapes up and wearing Western gear
instead with phases of donkey jackets and hobnail boots. It
seemed to drift away after a while and you had the time
when the rockabillies were fighting the Teds. You’d see pubs
with signs saying “No Rockabillies” or another with “No Teds
Allowed”. I’m glad that’s all over and done with now. It didn’t
last long and now we’re all one big, happy family, just glad to
have Rock'n'Roll anywhere. Pubs and clubs have closed down over the years and the venues are
hard to find now.
I was in the audience at the New Victoria Palace where Bill Haley’s show was closed early due to
the different factions fighting.
I’ve played at Hemsby from the very beginning, only missing one due to illness. To date, I’m the
only DJ that has had a standing ovation at Hemsby. Hemsby 22; I was in one of the side bars and
Robin (from Rhythm Riot) said “You’re playing some crackers Pete, they’re rammed on the dance
floor in there” and the main hall was empty. Willie Jeffery came down and told me I had to finish
as they had an act about to come on in the main hall and nobody was there. I was playing blues
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boppers and classic rockabilly; the tempo was fantastic and the dance floor was heaving. I
announced I was about to play my last record expecting them to just walk off afterwards as they
normally do. This time they stood there clapping and cheering for what seemed like ten minutes. I
was absolutely speechless. Vivien (who does the bookings) ran off to
Willie to tell him I’d just made history. Dave Crozier, who was following
me, told Vivien never to book him after Wild Cat Pete again.
When I went to Las Vegas the same thing happened again - I think I’m
the only DJ that talks. In England when the band finishes the punters
dance to the music the DJ is playing. In America they all wander off to
play the slot machines and I had to call them back.
Hemsby has been running for about thirty years.
That’s right and everybody misses the old site but it can’t be helped.
It’s all overgrown now. I did a bit of compering and Tommy Sands was
on. As he was getting ready I asked him about all the bandages he
had on, he was strapped up from head to foot. He said “You’ll probably hear about it, I got beat up
by the Mafia. Beat up bad, my face was caved in, ribs broken, blood everywhere. They broke both
my arms, I’ve only just got them working. I was married to Nancy Sinatra and something
happened in our marriage and she said if I ever said anything about it I’d be seen to. I published
this in my book and had to suffer the consequences.”
Hemsby is still great with the May one being sold out every time and there is a younger generation
coming now which I think is good for the rocking scene. Some are there for the bands but some
would rather go down the other end of the camp and bop their hearts out to the records. One of
my favourites who I didn’t think I’d get to see was Big Al Downing and I was the DJ at a show of
his in Dusseldorf. He was a big bloke and he invited me to a little restaurant. He said he’d heard of
me but he couldn’t remember where but it was before Hemsby. Nice to be famous. He had
pancakes with maple syrup piled up high. He ate them and then had a second lot.
Sadly we’re losing them one by one. Willie Jeffery told me that he’s booked his acts three years in
advance - he must have his fingers crossed they don’t peg out before they come.
I also do the Shake, Rattle and Roll weekenders at
Vauxhall Holiday park in Great Yarmouth and I do all
the donkey work for them, they call me the ganger. I
organise the DJs, do a bit of compering, act as stage
manager and some of the bands I offer to Jerry
Chatabox who runs it with Paul ‘Legs’ Barrett. Jerry’s
there for a day and a half and then he leaves it to me to
carry on. Any problems and I have to take all the flak but so far it’s been a good run.
The other one I do is Sand Bay, Weston-super-Mare. That was originally owned by Pontin’s who
sold it to a family concern until Pontin’s (now Britannia) bought it back again. They spent two
million pounds refurbishing it and adding loads of chalets. Paul Barrett ran an advert saying the
last one was the best ever, it sold out, 720 people where it could only take 550 before.
I’m also involved with Ian Wallis and his Rockers Reunion but
the problem I have with that is that the price keeps going up.
It’s now £27 a head, add a partner and a hotel and it’s quite an
expensive weekend. It’s always a great show though; Pete
Bruce DJs for the first half. They open the doors at 5 o’clock
and the first band is on at 5:15 while people are still trying to
come in. It’s a great do in Rivermead Leisure Centre with stalls
all around the main hall and it runs until about 1am but the time
flies past. Everybody misses the Battersea Town Hall shows
but that’s what happens when you have a murder outside I suppose.
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It did a one-off at the Academy in Brixton which was a dump; freezing cold and the dance floor
sloped like a ski slope. The DJ booth was right in the middle and that was me with a terrible sound
system.
I go to the Summer Jamboree in Meerbusch, Germany on
the second week in July. I went this year with Andy Mundy
and we both DJ’d with three bands; absolutely heaving. It’s
a Hells Angels camp; they live in this house and repair
motorbikes for a living. They have a covered area with a
stage but the atmosphere! The Germans are nothing like it
is over here; they go to party. It normally starts about 8:30
and goes on to 4 or 5 in the morning. I was knackered at the
end. At 1 o’clock I asked if it was time to go to bed yet. The
beer’s strong too. I had a Pilsner in a pub and they wouldn’t
let me have more than three. I went outside for some fresh
air and everything was spinning and all I could hear was a
bell going Ding! Ding! Ding! Somebody grabbed me, shook
me and swore at me in German. I’d been stood in front of a
tram.
I do a gig in France quite regularly. What I enjoy is that they
dance to my music but they’re doing old school Rock'n'Roll
jive. How that came about was that the promoters came
over to the Rhythm Riot on a regular basis and asked to
have a word with me when I’d finished. They told me they
really liked me and thought I was the best DJ. I was quite flattered but I think it was because I
could read the dance floor. Play too may jives and they’re knackered so I switch to strollers.
I was at Hemsby when you were presented with a Lifetime Achievement Award for 50 years as a
Rock'n'Roll DJ.
They had me over there - everybody was tight-lipped and never said a word and I never got wind
of it at all. Lee Hugman came up to me just as I was finishing my set and said Willie wanted to see
me before the band went on. I put the last record on and walked up to the back of the stage and
Ray pulled the curtain and shoved me on stage. Willie announced that there was only one other
DJ in a Rocking Hall of Fame and that was Alan Freed. I was the other one and I got it in 2004. In
the frame was a gold record of Gene Vincent’s “Wildcat” which came out in 1964, the year I
started. I was absolutely gobsmacked but I had the presence of mind to thanks Dan Coffey in the
front row.
I was asked if I wanted to be in the Rockabilly Hall of Fame. Bob
Timmers, the curator, had been contacted who agreed; Alan
Freed was inducted into the Rock'n'Roll Hall of Fame in 1986 so
it had been a while. They kept it quiet as to who was going to
present it at Hemsby that year. I’m stood in
the wings, not allowed to look, and they
announced Hayden Thompson would
present it. He went on about how much I
did for Hemsby and announced I was
number 251 in the Rockabilly Hall of
Fame; I was choked. It’s something else
really. Afterwards Willie gave me a bottle of whisky from the weekender
team and as he walked off I’m looking on the floor. Varick Jeffery asked
what I’d lost and I asked if Willie had dropped the cheque. I won’t repeat her
comment to that.
Denis - Is it unusual for a non-American to be in the Rockabilly Hall of Fame?
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It is, very. They’re very proud of their American heritage and they all know about Alan Freed and
Wolfman Jack and they’re both gone now. So for a Brit to get it is more of an honour than for an
American. That’s why I was so choked up (round of applause). Something to put on my
headstone.
Hopefully that won’t be too soon. Thanks very much Pete.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Our subject for this Musical Missive was born in Latvia, Russia.
After moving to England he won a scholarship in his mid-teens
and went on to become an accomplished bass saxophonist
and band leader as well as an accomplished violinist and an
astute businessman. One of the most successful Jazz and
British dance band leaders of the 1930s through to and
including the 1950s.
Born in Riga, Latvia’s capital city to a family of Jewish origin on
April 26th 1899, Oscar Rabinowitz, after moving to England as
a young child with his family and changing his public name to
Oscar Rabin, eventually became an accomplished band leader
whose chosen instrument was the violin but later changed to
playing bass saxophone. After winning a scholarship in his
teens Oscar attended the Guildhall School of Music and led his
own outfit. Being a shy reserved person Oscar was not suited
to being a front man so, after his early musical career was
interrupted by WWI, it was in the early 1920s Oscar formed a
small dance band called The Romany Five which could often be heard playing at the Palais de
Dance in Derby as well as other popular dance halls and clubs. It was at this time the band was
expanded and Oscar moved from playing the violin to playing the bass saxophone. It was
singer/actor Harry Davis who fronted the band as compere and conductor and with this
association lasting for more than 24 years Harry fronted all the bands that were formed and led by
Oscar.
After a number of personnel changes a change of name was called for, the Oscar Rabin band was
resident at the Hammersmith Palais and the Astoria, Charing Cross Road for most of the 1930s
with their first recordings released in 1933. During the early and mid-1930s there were further
changes to the band’s line-up, it was around this time actor Sam Kydd started his career as the
bands M.C. By the start of WWII the Oscar Rabin Band had become one of the most popular and
best known British Dance bands, often away from London on national tours. Oscar’s main job was
to run the business side of the band, and Harry Davis, who occasionally played guitar, was
excellent as the front man and great with audiences. Oscar was more often thought of as just a
player in the band by the public but certainly not by the band members.

The Oscar Rabin Band with vocalist Beryl Davis.
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The band had a busy touring schedule during the 1940s plus regular gigs at some of the UK’s top
clubs and dance halls. This was followed by a three month residency at Mecca’s Lyceum Ballroom
in London’s The Strand in the 1950s. This residency was extended to last over five years which
consisted of six afternoon and six evening performances a week. Harry Davis’s daughter Beryl
was a singer of small fame in the early fifties but would sing with the band occasionally along with
other session singers, and as time went on Beryl gained more experience and became quite
popular with the public. Harry Davis left Oscar in 1953, leaving England to live in California with
his daughter and her husband; Harry was quickly replaced by David Ede.

The Oscar Rabin Band brass section
Left to Right - Ronnie Heasman, Bobby Banstead, Ken Wray, Jack Waters and Roy Simmonds.
The 1950s were just as busy as the 1930s and 1940s; Oscar was not only a talented musician
and businessman, he was also very apt at noticing and plucking talented players and singers from
obscurity, giving many a player and singer their first chance and a push in the right direction. Roy
Hall who played for Oscar for a number of years once said "My memories of the Oscar Rabin days
are all very pleasant ones as Oscar himself was one of the kindest people I have ever met, and
certainly the best band leader for whom I ever worked." Oscar would always have high standards
for his players and singers to reach, with players sometimes numbering up to sixteen with
sometimes two or three singers. During all of his years as a band leader Oscar was quite quick at
adapting to the changing personnel.
Oscar died in London in 1958, his band continued under the leadership of David Ede and the
management of Bernard Rabin (Oscar’s son) the Oscar Rabin band held a residency at
Wimbledon Palais from the late 1950s through the early 1960s. After the death of David Ede in the
mid-sixties the Oscar Rabin band was disbanded, fortunately the name Rabin continued in the
music world with the Mike Rabin Band, led by Oscar's grandson.
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Beryl Davis and Ray Pilgrim (far right) and other singers with The Oscar Rabin Band.
Vocalist Roy Pilgrim spoke often of his association with The Oscar Rabin band.
“As teenagers in the fifties we would go dancing every week to a big band at various ballrooms ...
including The Oscar Rabin band at the Lyceum London and at the Winter Gardens Blackpool.
Little did I know that one day I’d be singing with them! I sang with them for almost four years from
December 1958 to September 1962, in fact the whole time I was at university. It was an incredible
feeling for me as a raw new singer to be singing in front of a full orchestra of the finest musicians
both in the ballroom and in concerts such as the Royal Albert Hall, and of course some 200 BBC
radio broadcasts as well. My contract with them expired at the end of 1961 and they wanted me to
extend it but I couldn’t because I knew I was due to graduate in the summer of 1962 and would be
starting a new career outside of music. For the last nine months our agreement was based on
nothing more than handshakes”.
A very fitting comment to the way The Oscar Rabin band worked even after his death.
~~~ Musical video links ~~~
Oscar Rabin and His Romany Band (with Elsie Carlisle) - "Deep Water" (1933)
~~
Frank Taylor and His Dance Band (The Oscar Rabin Romany Band) playing at the Astoria Dance
Hall, Charing Cross Road, London.
Harry Davis, bj, g, dir: Bob Hutchinson, t / Hamish Christie, t, tb / Johnny Swinfen, Raymond Doughty, cl, as / Sid
Brown, cl, ts / Oscar Rabin, bsx, vn, ldr / Alf Kaplan, p / Cecil Walden, d / unknown v. August 22 (1934)

~~
Oscar Rabin and His Strict Tempo Dance Band – “No, Mama No” (1935)
~~
Oscar Rabin and His Band - “See How They Run” (1937)
~~
Oscar Rabin and His Band - "Day Dreaming" (1939)
~~
78 RPM - Oscar Rabin and His Band - “Scatter Brain” (1940)
~~
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Back in the 1950s our wireless, as it was
called, was always tuned to either the BBC
Light Programme or the Home Service. The
BBC was the only broadcaster in the country,
though you could pick up poor transmissions
from Radio Luxembourg, but it kept fading in
and out. Since the BBC refused, by and large,
to play any Rock’n’Roll, and its 'needle time' for
all kinds of recorded music was severely
restricted by the Musicians' Union, our main
diet was radio sit-coms like 'Meet The
Huggets', 'Life With the Lyons', 'Educating
Archie' and 'Take It From Here', plus the sci-fi
serial 'Journey Into Space'. There was
recorded music on 'Family Favourites', 'Uncle
Mac's Children's Favourites' and 'Desert Island Discs', but very little if any of what we now call
American Roots Music such as rhythm'n'blues, 1950's Rock’n’Roll or Country. Perhaps a little
jazz.
In 1958 I was hospitalized much of the time undergoing four operations, so had plenty of time to
listen to the BBC radio at the height of the Rock’n’Roll era. All I remember hearing which came
close to that genre was 'Witch Doctor' and 'Kewpie Doll'. Jerry Lee's arrival in the UK and
subsequent dispatch home again after just three shows completely missed me; it would be some
years before I discovered him and other original rockers.
Then when I left college in 1961 I saved up to buy a transistor radio, and discovered Radio
Luxembourg. The early 1960s was the era of the Rock’n’Roll dance craze records like 'The Twist'
and others dedicated to dances like 'The Hully Gully', 'The Popeye', 'The Mashed Potato', 'The
Locomotion' and there was even one called 'The Hitler', though I do not remember hearing any
records about that dance. I had bought myself a reel-to-reel tape recorder, and started recording
some of these songs, then in 1963 came a record in the lower part of the Top Fifty - Jerry Lee
Lewis' version of 'Good Golly Miss Molly'. This was my first step to becoming a fan for life, and a
year later came Little Richard out of religious retirement with 'Bamalama Bamaloo' recorded
without his piano. Chuck Berry also had records in the hit parade such as 'Memphis, Tennessee',
'Nadine' and 'No Particular Place To Go'.
In 1964 Granada television presented two Rock’n’Roll spectaculars, 'It's Little Richard' broadcast
in January, then Jerry Lee's 'answer' 'Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On' broadcast on his 29th
birthday, September 29th 1964. This show also included The Animals and Gene Vincent, and a
few months later I saw both Gene and Jerry Lee 'live' for the first time at Golders Green
Hippodrome. I became a fan of both, joining their fan clubs, and also of Rock’n’Roll generally. I
joined many fan clubs, Breathless Dan's and Rockin' Robin Webb's 'Carl Perkins and Screamin'
Jay Hawkins' fan club, Wild Little Willy (Jeffery) and Baby Jean's 'Rockin' Ronnie Hawkins' fan
club, Veronica and Derek Day's 'Little Richard' fan club, the Bill Haley fan club, and received their
fanzines. I started one myself in 1967, 'The Bop Cat' which tried to emulate Breathless Dan's
style. This later amalgamated with another duplicated magazine 'Memphis' and the UK Jerry Lee
Lewis fanzine, 'The Shakin' Keyboard'. Through these fanzines I became a pen-friend of
Screamin' Dee Snoble in late 1964, and 54 years later we still keep in contact - she is a Facebook
friend. She dubbed me 'Shakin' Tony' back in the late 1960s. I later met her three times on travels
to the USA. She once knew Jerry Lee personally and he once pointed her out in the audience,
saying how great a fan she was. Dee also wrote for 'The Bop Cat'. She was also a great friend of
Breathless Dan Coffey.
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Also in the early 1960s I discovered I could pick up English language
broadcasts from Radio Moscow, Radio Prague, Radio Tirana (Albania)
and Radio Berlin International (German Democratic Republic). Most odd
was the Albanian station which slagged off everybody: 'the American
imperialists, the Soviet revisionists, the West German revanchists'
praising only 'Comrade Enver Hoxha and the Albanian Party of Labor' and
of course the Thoughts of Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, as his surname was
spelt in English in those days. Radio Berlin International was a hoot. Two
American presenters, a man and a woman, trying to pretend to American
forces in West Germany that they were tuned to AFN. They might have
believed this when they played Elvis Presley's 'Return to Sender',
describing it as 'real cool', but when this was followed by Walter Ulbricht's
long speech on tractor production to the Congress of the ruling Socialist
Unity Party of (East) Germany even the thickest American service personnel would have gathered
this was not the American Forces' Network!
Then came along the pirate radio stations. I did
not pay much attention to these till Radio 390
came along with Mike Raven's Rock’n’Roll
show, playing not only the well-known
standards but introducing me to more obscure
artists like Esquerita, while Breathless Dan and
Frantic Faye Coffey were bringing over rare
Sun and other rockabilly singles introducing us
to artists like Billy Lee Riley, Sonny Burgess,
Warren Smith and a host of others. Mike and
Mandy Raven started a weekly Rock’n’Roll record hop at The Flamingo in
Wardour Street. They tried to introduce live Rock’n’Roll revival bands but
these were deemed unacceptable till the 1970s, when groups like 'Crazy
Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers', and Graham Fenton's early outfits 'The
Hellraisers' and 'The Houseshakers', along with 'Yakety Yak' and 'Shakin'
Stevens & The Sunsets' played regularly at venues like The Fishmongers and King's Arms, Wood
Green and The Telegraph, Brixton.
Also crazy singers like Screamin' Lord Sutch and singer/pianist Freddie 'Fingers' Lee who loved
changing the lyrics to songs, such as the line in 'Oh Boy!' which Freddie rendered as 'all my love,
all my kissing, you don't know where the cat's been pissing'. However it could be dangerous
booking these crazy cats. Screamin' Lord Sutch cut down a bamboo partition with his ax to get on
stage at a Belsize Park Rock’n’Roll club - that was the end of Rock’n’Roll there! Freddie 'Fingers'
at the Fishmongers took out a long knife from his cowboy belt and cut all the keys off the upright
piano throwing them into the audience at the end of his set, so in the days before electronic
keyboards we could not have bands with piano players there again till it was repaired.
As to radio, after the 1960s I rarely listened to it in the ‘70s or ‘80s,
so missing out on all pop music trends of those decades. Then in
the 1990s I discovered a wonderful radio station - Country 1035
A.M.. This broadcast real Country Music to London all day including
some original 1950s Rock’n’Roll, though as this was the era of New
Country it also broadcast a lot of what I would describe as
mainstream pop music. However they did play not just older
traditional Country songs (including some by Jerry Lee Lewis), but
also those by the more traditional newer Country artists. I
discovered a host of these such as George Strait, Patty Loveless,
Alan Jackson, Pam Tillis, Vince Gill, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Mark
Chestnut, Dwight Yoakam , Charlie Landsborough and The Judds, a mother and daughter duo. I
even liked Garth Brooks' 'Friends In Low Places', the first record played on the station and
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described by DJ Tina Stewart as their anthem, remarking: “We've got friends in low places, we
don't care, in fact we're proud of it!”

Unfortunately Country 1035 closed down in the early 21st Century, but I had recorded loads of
audio cassette tapes of their broadcasts which I am now in the process of transferring to MP3
player along with my other audio cassette tapes and some of my CDs and vinyl albums. When I
have finished transferring the Country 1035 material I will have at least 24 hours of it on my MP3
player for posterity which also includes oddities like the late 'Professor' Stanley Unwin advertising
the delights of Glava whisky and liqueur in his inimitable way, and the sad announcement of the
death of Diana, Princess of Wales in 1997.
I now have a collection of CDs by some of the newer Country artists, plus the stuff I am so glad I
recorded off Country 1035. Also discovered much more recently is Mo Pitney, a wonderful
traditional Country singer, and he has an equally talented sister, Holly, who he sometimes duets
with.
So at last, thanks mainly to London's Country
1035 radio station, I discovered a whole lot of
newer recording artists in the 1990s having
been limited to the original Rock’n’Roll and
Country starts and Rock’n’Roll revival groups
throughout the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s,
much to the disapproval of my life-partner,
George Miller, who said I had a 'mind-block in
the 1950s'. The only time I heard any post1960s music was when we had a party and
he made up cassette tapes of all kinds of pop
music from all decades, including a few
Rock’n’Roll numbers mainly for my benefit.
I do miss Country 1035. There is now a digital station Chris Country, available on-line, but as New
Country is now indistinguishable from mainstream pop I doubt I will be as much of a fan as I was
of Country 1035. One of my favorite songs is George Strait and Alan Jackson singing 'Murder On
Music Row' about how Nashville sold out for worldwide fame and killed off real Country Music, 'the
steel guitars no longer cry, and fiddles barely play, with drums and Rock’n’Roll guitars mixed right
up in your face'. The song goes on to say Hank (Williams) and The Hag (Merle Haggard) 'wouldn't
stand a chance on today's radio', and 'they'd even tell The Possum' (George Jones) 'to pack up
and go back home'. Sad but true, I'm afraid, though George Jones got a good requiem in Music
City USA. As Bobby Bare sung in 'Rock Star's Lament', 'Nashville is rough on the living, but she
really speaks well of the dead'.
I will close with an often repeated quotation from Hank Williams Jr and also Hank Williams III: 'If
you don't like Hank Williams, you can kiss my ass!' Who said Country wasn't classy? Posh folks
have Grand Opera, Country folks have the Grand Ole Opry. Howdee! as Cousin Minnie Pearl
used to say!
Tony Papard
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The cover of the current issue of American Music Magazine carries a stunning photo of the Rock
and Roll Trio (Johnny & Dorsey Burnette, Paul Burlison) boarding a train in Memphis to head for
New York as part of their musical journey. Before their well-known rockabilly recordings, all were
successful amateur boxers and the story of of their time in the ring is explored through a series of
illustrated local newspaper clippings. The research into the Trio also took the magazine to
Jackson, TN, the hometown of Carl Perkins. This led to the uncovering of many fascinating
adverts and clippings from Carl’s pre-Sun years. These are reproduced in a separate feature
together with contemporary photos of Perkins. Many of the clippings also include Anita Wood,
Elvis’s one-time girlfriend. The colour pages of the magazine look back to 1970 when the MCA
package tours promoted country music in Sweden with photos of Conway Twitty, Loretta Lynn, Bill
Anderson and others. These pages also carry excellent photos from Merle Haggard’s 1978
Swedish tour, as well as a montage of colour photos by Woodie Alan Lloyd from the Dave Berry
TFTW show. There is much more besides in this 68-page magazine. American Music Mag works
in conjunction with TFTW and deserves your support.
For this issue there is a special 20% discounted price for Woodies of £8 postage paid. Payment
via PayPal to dickietapp@googlemail.com or a cheque (payable to A R Tapp) to Dickie at 75
Potters Lane, Burgess Hill, W. Sussex RH15 9JT. Dickie can also provide subscription details via
the same addresses.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
.

The Tracks Of My Year
From my review of the purchases that I made during 2018, I have
selected one track from each of the albums that I enjoyed the most.
Having been enthused by a London Jazz Festival gig celebrating the
music of Elmo Hope, it is one of his albums that begins the list.
One For Joe (from the Elmo Hope Ensemble album Sounds From Rikers
Island recorded in 1963).
Born in New York to West Indian parents, Elmo Hope was a childhood friend of
fellow pianist Bud Powell, who was a central musical influence on him,
although Hope developed his own distinctive style. Rikers Island is the
notorious main jail complex for New York City, and it was home for jazz
musicians, including Elmo Hope, at various times for drug offences. The stark
One For Joe, written for the group’s drummer Philly Joe Jones, is a stunning
opener for an album of much quality.
Minority (from the Tommy Chase Quartet album Hard! recorded in 1983).
Not a drummer to tolerate fools gladly, Tommy Chase drives the album and
musicians along at a rattling pace. To be in the band of its demanding leader
was a great foundation for young musicians learning their trade, and for those
present – Alan Barnes (alto/tenor sax), Nick Weldon (piano) and Andy
Cleyndert (bass) – an experience that they will surely never forget. The Gigi
Gryce composition Minority has always been a favourite. Sadly, Tommy is no
longer performing, due, I believe, to the drummer’s version of RSI.
Little Susie (from the Ray Bryant Trio album Little Susie recorded in 1960).
This composition by pianist Ray Bryant is dedicated to his young daughter. A
different version, released in 1959, was a best-selling single, its popularity no
doubt resulting from its gospel flavoured soul jazz style. When I saw him his
geniality and warm-hearted nature was palpable, and a two-way love affair
between him and his audience was undeniable. His ability to always swing and
his sense of fun would mark every performance.

Rosie (from the Adrian Reid Quartet album Nyanza Street recorded in 2015).
Pianist Adrian Reid grew up in South London, and the album has the feel of a
documentary about the area on a hot summer’s day, a camera being pointed
at places, people, and events as they happened. But that could be an illusion,
and maybe the beguiling Rosie is one too.
The leader’s excellent
compositions and his fellow musicians (Tony Kofi, Larry Bartley and Rod
Youngs) make this the album that I keep returning to the most.
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They Came From the North (from the Courtney Pine album Europa recorded in 2011).
Courtney Pine is a not a musician to stand still, his eclecticism evidenced in
each album that he releases. One such example is Europa, a concept album
inspired by his wide-ranging thoughts about the continent of Europe and its
history, informed by his travel and work there. Apart from the leader on bass
clarinet, Zoe Rahman (piano), Omar Puente (violin), and Shabaka Hutchings
(clarinet) are also prominent. They Came From The North is about the
expansion of Viking culture.
Stolen Moments (from The Ahmad Jamal Trio album The Awakening recorded in 1970).
Pittsburgh-born pianist Ahmad Jamal, originally known as Fritz Jones (no
wonder he changed his name), was admired by Miles Davis: “He knocked me
out with his concept of space, his lightness of touch, his understatement”. He
is also known for how integrated his trios are, and that is no exception here.
Stolen Moments is an Oliver Nelson composition, the definitive version of
which appeared on his The Blues And The Abstract Truth album with a fourhorn section that included Freddie Hubbard and Eric Dolphy. This piano trio
version is a worthy alternative.
I Wish You Love (from the Grant Green album Street Dreams recorded in 1964).
Guitarist Grant Green was a prolific recording artist for the Blue Note label
during the 1960s and early 1970s, his clean, rhythmic style perfect for the soul
jazz of the era. This was one of his best albums for the label, and the track
chosen is a Charles Trenet composition, the French title being Que reste-t-il de
nos amours? which means ‘What remains of our love?’. The first words of the
English version, “I wish you bluebirds in the spring”, indicate a doomed love
affair given that the birds in question are not found in Europe, as those who
have searched for them at the white cliffs of Dover will have discovered.
No Refill (from the Thad Jones album Motor City Scene recorded in 1967).
The album is one of two under the same name that pays homage to the jazz
musicians born in Detroit. In the case of this, the first one, the name of Thad
Jones (cornet and flugelhorn, and composer of all four numbers) is highlighted,
and is therefore deserving of the main credit. Basie-ite Thad Jones was a
marvellous composer, and he co-led a big band with Mel Lewis for thirteen
years before moving to Denmark in 1979, where he became leader of the
Danish Radio Big Band. This is another of his attractive compositions.
Six Bits (from the Gene Shaw Quintet album Breakthrough recorded in 1962).
Trumpeter Clarence Eugene Shaw had a two-year stint with Charles Mingus in
New York that ended in late 1957 when, in reaction to the explosive temper of
Mingus, he stopped playing. In the liner notes to his album Tijuana Moods,
recorded in 1957, Mingus singled out Shaw for special praise, describing “his
beautiful sound and beautiful ideas”. Alas the album did not come out until
1962, by which time Shaw had moved to Chicago, but he did return to playing
and went on to record this superb debut album.
Dave Carroll
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Tuesday, November 27, 2018
Robert Finley at Bush Hall, London
It's taken a long time for Robert Finley to find success as a musician. Now in his mid-sixties, he
has recorded two albums and his show last night at the Bush Hall in London confirmed that he has
a gravelly, soulful voice and a varied range of material. But fame has come late in life as, after
having toured with an army band when he was younger, he returned home to Bernice, Louisiana,
and became a carpenter for many years. He was discovered by the Music Makers Relief
Foundation, a non-profit organisation and has become a regular at blues festivals in the States.
A tall, bearded man wearing a leather hat and waistcoat he came across as much more of a soul
singer than a bluesman. I remember seeing him at
the Blues and Barbecue Festival in New Orleans
last year and wasn't over impressed, but his new
album, 'Goin' Platinum', produced by Dan
Auerbach of the Black Keys, has given him a
wider range of songs and this was an enjoyable
and varied set. He began with two songs from his
first album, 'Age Don't Mean A Thing' - 'I Just
Want To Tell You' and the title track, before
putting down his guitar and launching into some
numbers from his new material, all of them written
by Auerbach with help from such luminaries as
John Prine.
'Medicine Woman' came across strongly, as did 'Empty Arms' but his next song, 'Holy Wine' was
really remarkable as his voice went into a higher register on a powerful and dramatic song. He
lightened the mood with 'You Make Me Want To Dance' with nods to Al Green and Jerry Butler
and some shimmying around the stage, and then turned to some blues, really the only bit of true
blues in his entire set. The next song, Bread's 'Make It With You', from his first album, was a bit of
a let-down, but 'Snake In My Grass', a funky song from the same album, was one of the strongest
songs of the night. His final number, 'Let Me Stay the Night' from 'Goin' Platinum' really rocked
and he drew a good response from a fair sized crowd. I would have liked to have seen him with a
full band (his backing consisted of just keyboards and drums) but it was an entertaining set from a
man who is clearly enjoying his new found success.
Wednesday, December 19, 2018
Picture review of the year
Here's my photographic review of 2018. It was a pretty good
year and I was fortunate enough to see many great artists over
the 12 months. Yet the year started badly. My first gig was Joe
Louis Walker at the 100 Club in London. He's a fine performer,
but loud (although no louder than many others I've seen over
the years). However next morning I felt sick and dizzy and soon
discovered that I had gone totally, and permanently deaf, in my
left ear. Too many gigs spent down the front trying to get that
perfect photo I fear. Let that be a warning. It didn't stop me
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enjoying my music, I'm glad to say (albeit in mono).
My first American trip of the year, with John Howard, Alan Lloyd and
Gordon Fleming, started in the Boston area and we very much enjoyed
the annual doowop show in New Bedford organised by Todd Baptista.
Here's one of the stars, La La Brooks, former lead singer of the
Crystals. Other acts were the Orlons, the Mystics and Del Vikings.
We moved on to Las Vegas for the biggest rockabilly festival on the
planet, Viva Las Vegas. There were too many artists performing to
mention them all. but here are a few: the legend that is Jerry Lee Lewis, the king of the boss
guitar Duane Eddy and Sun artist Carl Mann.

A couple of us took a side trip with Noah Shaffer to a club called
Piero's where there is a weekly gig featuring Sonny Charles and
Pia Zadora.
We caught a show in Sacramento starring
Robert Cray and moved on to Los Angeles
where we were lucky enough to catch the
91st birthday gig of the great sax man Big
Jay McNeely. Sadly this was to be his last performance before he died.
We made return visits to one of LA's hidden gems, a club called La
Louisianne, where we saw The
Bluesman Sonny Green put on a great
set.
Here's Ken Boothe, one of the stars of
the London International Ska Festival.
appearing at the Academy O2 in
Islington.
Another excellent London show was the Tales From The Woods doowop event at the 100 Club,
possibly London's best ever doowop show. Here are the stars Tommy Hunt. John Cheatdom
and Gaynel Hodge.
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Soul came to London with Brenda
Holloway at 229 The Venue.
And the third Blackpool International
Soul Festival exceeded expectations
with five superb acts. Here are Patti
Austin and Nolan Porter. Others
were Ann Sexton. Eloise Laws and
Margie Joseph.

Candi Staton defied her 78 years to put on a great show at
Omeara, promoting her 'Unstoppable' album.

The Porretta Soul Festival was, as ever, one of the highlights of the year. Photos show Lacee,
Alvon Johnson and Terrie Odabi. Other acts included Ernie Johnson, Wee Willie Walker, John
Ellison, Missy Andersen, Booker Brown, Percy and Spencer Wiggins and Don Bryant (more of
whom later).

The king of ska, Derrick Morgan, put
on a most enjoyable show at the Jazz
Cafe.

My second US trip of the year, with Dave Carroll, Alan Lloyd and Lee
Wilkinson, began in style at the Bogalusa Blues and Heritage Festival
in Louisiana, where the stars included Bobby Rush (with Mizz Lowe)
and Vasti Jackson. We saw Bobby again at the King Biscuit Festival
in Helena, Arkansas. He remains, at the age of 85, a superb
entertainer.
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Also at the King Biscuit Festival was the excellent Johnny Rawls, but
here he is at the Yazoo City Blues Festival, where other acts included
Ms Jody and Sir Charles Jones, both leading southern soul stars.
A highlight of our Mississippi trip was a
show at the Horseshoe Casino in
Robinsonville starring Carla Thomas.
Latimore was the co-star, and this was a rather special evening.
We finished our trip at the Blues and Barbecue Festival in New
Orleans where the headliner on the second day was Jimmie
Vaughan. Other acts included 93 year old Henry Gray, Samantha
Fish. Shemekia Copeland, Rev John Wilkins, Little Freddie King and
Walter 'Wolfman' Washington.
Starring on the final day was Don Bryant who was superb, just as he
had been at Porretta. Backed by the Bo-Keys his act was perfection.
And with Percy Wiggins in support this was a fantastic end to the trip.
Wednesday, January 09, 2019
Clydie King RIP
The New Year is only a few days old but already there have
been several music deaths. The latest is Clydie King at the
age of 75. Clydie will be well known to fans of girl groups,
soul music and Bob Dylan, but spent much of her career as
an in demand background singer. Her recording career goes
back to 1956 when she was discovered by Richard Berry and
made a record under the name of Little Clydie and the Teens
for the RPM label. She followed this with records under her
own name for Specialty and Phillips as well as being a
member of the Meadowlarks and recording 'Who Do You
Love', a duet with Mel Carter. In 1965 she recorded 'Home of
the Brave' as a member of Bonnie and the Treasures for Phil
Spector.
Later in the sixties she recorded some fine soul records for Imperial and Minit and had some
success with 'Ready Willing and Able', a duet with Jimmy Holiday. She was a member of the
Brothers and Sisters of Los Angeles who recorded an album called 'Dylan's Gospel' in 1969 and
did some background work for Bob himself at around that time. She was a member of the
Blackberries who recorded several tracks for Motown which weren't released and had a solo LP
released called 'Direct Me' and another called 'Brown Sugar featuring Clydie King'. As a backing
singer she supported Little Richard, Humble Pie, Joe Cocker, the Rolling Stones, the Supremes
and Ray Charles among others and in 1980 she became a regular part of Bob Dylan's touring
band, singing duets with him on most shows and backing him on several albums in the eighties.
It's said that she was Bob's girlfriend and had two children by him.
Ready, Willing And Able

Love Now, Pay Later

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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Having missed the last issue of TFTW mag (106) due to problems below, I was pleased to read in it
that there was no shortage of Blues in its pages. Baker’s Dozen brushed passed a few references,
Jazz Junction wrote about the Bop Brothers, The(Borrowed) Vinyl Word visited America and
reported on seeing several Blues, Soul and R&B artists during their trip, Soul Kitchen mentioned
Otis Rush and Etta James amongst others. The CD/Vinyl reviewed Richie Milton and Linda Hall
and finally Ken Major’s Backtrack was about a terrific concert in 2006 by Little Willie Littlefield
followed by a Gig List peppered with Blues shows. So you didn’t miss my efforts if Blues is your
bag.
As Christmas was coming, for the last issue, I thought I might combine my list with a Blues
Christmas and I certainly did have one because my Apple Mac Book is fast going out of date in
that I can’t get some Google sites and my PayPal won’t work on it as it
tells me my site is out of date and not safe. Also this Microsoft
computer (which I am typing on because it has Word) refused to go online and the hardware check told me a wi-fi element no longer works
and needed replacing. Unfortunately, I was in France at that moment
sneaking a quick holiday at the end of this Annus Horribilis for me
which has included three separate bouts of cancer but which have all
been removed by surgery in three different hospitals and I am, at the
moment, free of treatments but under several watchful eyes.
So, back to the computers. I was not in France long enough to send the
Microsoft computer back to be repaired and I didn’t take the Apple
(which I only use for music, Google, Amazon and emails). Both
computers are either old (Apple) or cheap (Microsoft) so I feel a new
one coming on. I have had both checked now and the Microsoft was
easily repaired but the Apple is sliding towards the end. Gone are the
days when you bought something and it lasted forever!

Radio:

My mate Jack at lionheartradio.com has changed his
times on Tuesday and is now on from 3pm to 5pm with a repeat
on Tuesday night at 10pm (of the previous week’s programme).
You can easily email him during the afternoon show on the site
and he can’t play requests but he can give you a mention!
Talking about Radio, there is a fine publication called Radio
Listeners Guide edited by Clive Woodyear which comes out once
a year in December and is an A5 size magazine packed full of
Radio reviews and Best Buys, plus news, technology advice and
all UK station listings. It covers Internet, Wi-fi, podcasts, digital,
and I could go on and on. It also discusses the future of Radio
with special reference to Music Streaming. At £6.95 it seems a
little expensive but is worth every penny to a Radio lover. The
2019 issue can be obtained through the website
www.radioguide.co.uk
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Lists: This list is five Blues Christmas Albums. (I prepared this list earlier for issue 106)
Blues is not, by nature, a happy music so picking a few Blues Christmas albums seems a
contradiction of terms but here we go (in no particular order and with the much needed help of
Reverend Keith A. Gordon the renown American R&R and R&B journalist)
Alligator Records Christmas Collection
With Koko Taylor belting out “Merry, Merry Christmas” this is a fine collection of Alligator artists,
Son Seals, Lonnie Brooks, and Kenny Neal helping to make up the 14 tracks.
Austin Rhythm & Blues Christmas
This is more to my liking and is an assortment of the more
contemporary artists from Austin, Texas including The Fabulous
Thunderbirds, Angela Strehli and the great Willie Nelson with “Blue
Christmas” (however I notice the CD is now £69.64 on Amazon
UK!)
Blue Yule: Christmas Blues and R&B Classics
This, on Rhino Records, is hard to find but if you do, you will be
rewarded with many rare tracks like “Happy New Year” by Lightnin’
Hopkins, and “Blues for Christmas” by John Lee Hooker. Plus
artists like Roy Milton and Louis Jordan’s last recording “Santa Claus, Santa Claus”. There is also
“The Best Of Cool Yule” (1988) which really also deserves a spot in this list.
Genuine Houserockin’ Christmas
Alligator have put out a lot of ‘Houserockin’ compilations but this one from 2003 digs deep into
their catalogue to bring you, amongst others, Koko Taylor, Marcia Ball, Shemekia Copeland and
Michael Burks. “Roomful of Blues” is amongst the 16 tracks asking “Santa Claus, Do You Ever
Get The Blues”
Stony Plain Christmas Blues
This is mostly Blues from Chicago but includes soul, roots and other music from Duke Robillard,
Billy Boy Arnold and Jimmy Witherspoon with eleven other artists tackling Christmas fare.

Now my top five CDs bought in 2018: (best first)
1. ‘Get Ya Head Right’ by Jimmy Markham. Yes, John Spencely, it is a great album and
expensive (my son saw it on one of my lists and bought it for me) but it is the Tulsa sound and has
one track with Jimmy Byfield, one with Marcy Levy and a great list of Tulsa recording musicians.
It’s part of a Tulsa Blues Project so I will be looking out for more of the same.
2. ‘Muscle Shoals – Small Town, Big Sound’ by Various Artists. This is a similar album to the
above but the Muscle Shoals sound by a stellar list of artists including Keb’ Mo’, Alison Krauss,
Mike Ferris, Delbert McClinton and others, some lesser known to me but still great tracks, 15 in
all.
3. ‘Migration Blues’ by Eric Bibb. This wonderful Blues album is Eric Bibb at his best with a good
small group of excellent musicians and, if I had a back porch, I’d sit out on it and be carried away
by it.
4. ‘Footprints’ by the Phantom Blues Band. This is not a new album being issued in 2007 but
includes a very good piano player, Mike Finnegan, who has guested all over the world and is who
attracted me to buy this album. I hope to find more work by him.
5. ‘David Clayton-Thomas’ by David Clayton-Thomas. This was a 1972 album recorded after he
left Blood, Sweat & Tears and I managed to hunt down a second hand copy for a reasonable
price. Most of you know I really like DC-T and this is a fiercely strong Blues album, one of his best.
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I accumulated a few more albums that would have made the rest of my top ten, but too many to
list here and I just couldn’t choose.

The Blues Styles: Because my tastes in Blues are more Contemporary and R&B, I thought I
might delve into a kind of Blues History and Roots including the fundamental types of Blues that
evolved since the beginning of the 20th Century.
So, 1) The Roots of The Blues.
There can be little doubt that the Blues started from Africa but the origins are lost in time, however
I am sure it wasn’t called “The Blues” until it became established as such by the large contingent
of African American populations working in the American South. Whatever was going on music
wise before, say, 1900, is impossible to speculate upon because there were no records both in
sound or written down. Blues scholars will argue about this and I am only drawing conclusions
from what I have read. I do believe, however that the many African tribes which were reaped for
slaves before the American Civil War did have songs and used simple stringed instruments but
once arriving in America found themselves in a Babel of African dialects where only English (the
language of their masters) was acceptable thus many of the original ‘songs’ were lost but singing
the tunes represented a release.
In West African tribes there were special men (or women) who were trained to remember stories,
news items, songs and chants and these people were called Griots. They still exist today and the
more famous ones have managed an international career like Baaba Maal and Youssou N’Dour
both from Senegal. Listening to them you can hear a similarity to American Blues. Eric Bibb has
recently brought out a double CD called ‘Global Griot’ which features early blues artists tunes from
all over the world and with his choice of material, he considers himself a Griot.
It is obvious that music was in the blood of most African slaves and they were encouraged to sing,
whilst working in the fields, work hollers and replies, singing in churches, gospel shouts and songs
and some were able to find and use guitars (sometimes homemade) and pianos. It was not only
Blues music that developed but the white American influence pulled in Ragtime, Appalachian
country and music with some European influences later but here we are considering Blues only.
It is claimed that W.C. Handy, a black bandleader heard what he called ’The Blues’ as early as
1892. He is called “the Father of the Blues” but only because he could understand (read) music
and write down what he heard and was one of the first to reproduce it.
It didn’t take long for many, playing Blues to standardise the makeup of the songs to either what’s
called a rhyming structure AAB where the first two lines are repeated and the third is the ‘punch
line’ or the 12 bar Blues, (which I have discussed in detail in earlier issues of TFTW) another well
used format.
When 78rpm records were produced commercially, the first Blues record is universally thought to
be Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues” issued in 1920 which opened the gates for many more women to
become Blues singers and the record companies began recording Blues artists of all kinds for the
“race” (African American) market.
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What was my last CD? “Southern Avenue” by Southern Avenue.

This is an album I’ve watched doing very well in the American Blues charts and won the Best
Emerging Blues Album in the American Blues Foundation awards 2018. They did a short tour here
this year but I missed the venue list so I bought the album. It is very, very good, full of ‘rockin’ R&B
with a female vocalist and also a female drummer. The group is from Israel but play R&B like the
best of the Americans. On YouTube is “80 miles from Memphis” if you want a taste of this fine
band.

What’s on my iPod?

”Blue Feeling” from “One Dozen Berrys” the 1957 album by Chuck Berry.

I do love this instrumental Blues because it
has an amazing and very fast piano solo
from Johnnie Johnson and some fine brush
work from drummer, Fred Below. Incidentally,
Willy Dixon is on bass. This piano playing
was amongst the most influential for me and I
tried to imitate the Johnson style once I
became a member of an R&R band. To help
me analyse this fine playing, the album also
has it as “Low Feeling” which is the same
recording but slowed down to half speed with
12 bars missing to keep it around three
minutes, lovely instrumental Blues.
Dave Parker
PS. I am not a political animal but this Brexit
farce is beginning to annoy me. Three of my
friends who voted to stay in told me that if
there was another referendum they would not
vote to stay in again but for democracy, and vote out.
DP
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
PETER YOUNG
Peter Young, known affectionately as PY, was a broadcaster and soul
music fanatic. He was associated with Jazz FM for more than 25 years
as presenter of the legendary SOUL CELLAR.
He started his broadcasting career on closed circuit radio service
United Biscuits Network, which was created to provide entertainment
to the thousands of workers in the United Biscuit factories across the
UK. From there, Young joined Capital radio and later Jazz FM at
launch, where he hosted the Drive-time Show. In more recent years
PY found his natural home on Saturday afternoons, when he would
present Soul Cellar to his dedicated followers. I was one.
He retired from Jazz FM due to ill health in the summer of 2017. Peter Young introduced me to
some incredible soul music that would have certainly passed me by.
He died 1st November 2018.
NANCY WILSON
Nancy Wilson’s 60 year career spanned blues, jazz, R&B, pop and
soul. She was born 20th February 1937 in Chillicothe, Ohio. Like
numerous singers she developed at an early age singing in church
choirs, and as a teenager dance bands in and around Columbus,
Ohio. In 1956 she joined Rusty Bryant’s Carolyn Club Band, and
made her first recordings for Dot records.
She moved to New York in 1959 with the aim of starting a solo
career. Capitol records signed her in 1960 and released five albums
in the next two years. In 1961 came her brilliant haunting version of
‘Guess Who I Saw Today’. Her next collaboration was with
Cannonball Adderley, who was also signed to the Capitol label
which resulted in her first hit, with Adderley in 1962, ‘Save Your
Love For Me’ (11 R&B).
Her biggest, and most recognised number, was her soul gem, ‘(You Don’t Know) How Glad I Am’,
which peaked at number 11 on the US R&B charts in 1964. She stayed with Capital the majority of
her recording career, knocking out over seventy albums, mainly jazz and middle of the road
material. Wilson was constantly on the US R&B charts through to 1979.
In 1967 she was presenting her own TV series, The Nancy Wilson Show, on NBC, which won an
Emmy award.
When she finally split with Capital she was guest vocalist with many of the leading groups of the
day, like the Crusaders, Ramsey Lewis.
She continued recording and concert tours well into her seventies. On September 10th 2011 she
performed in public for the very last time at the Ohio University, saying. “I’m not going to be doing
it anymore, and what better place to end it than here where I started, in my home state, Ohio".
She toured the UK in 1990. I saw her at the Odeon Lewisham 20th October. To be honest I have
no recollection of her act. Unlike the following night at the same venue with Bobby Womack; that
was something else.
She died 13th December 2018.
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EDDIE C CAMPBELL
Eddie C Campbell was born in Duncan Mississippi. His first
musical adventure was playing music on a one string guitar. He
later moved to Chicago with his family at the age of seven. He
was inspired by Muddy Waters to play the guitar seriously. In the
late fifties he was part of the coterie of young exciting blues
guitarists on the city's west side. He soon melted into the city's
thriving blues scene. Along with Magic Sam, Otis Rush, Buddy
Guy etc he became part of the defining trinity of Chicago's west
side blues vibe.
In 1976 he toured with Willie Dixon's, The Chicago's Blues All
Stars. He made a few recordings for small local labels, with little
success, mainly due to poor distribution. In 1977 his debut album
KING OF THE JUNGLE, Rooster records (remixed in 1985)
suffered the same fate.
He did, however gain international acclaim in 1979, as a member of the American Blues Legends
tour. He returned to Chicago, but settled in Europe in 1984 were he had acquired a large following
for his particular style of blues. He had acclaimed albums out on Black Magic 1985, JSP 1985,
Double Trouble 1988 and Blind Pig 1995.
He was born 6th May 1939 and died 20th November 2018.
LARRY CUNNINGHAM
Larry Cunningham was a co-founder of the seventies five piece
Detroit vocal soul group The Floaters, which was formed in
1976.
The single 'Float On' was lifted from their 1977 debut album,
self-titled FLOATERS. The forty five shot to number one in the
States, and across the world charts, for one of soul’s more
aberrant moments. ‘Float On’ with its astrological connotation,
stunningly simple infectious two chord ballad in which the
individual members introduce themselves, star-sign by starsign, and then proceed to describe their ideal woman.
Cancer and my name is Larry, huh
And I like a woman that loves everything and everybody
Because I love everybody and everything
And you know what, ladies, if you feel that this is you
Then this is what I want you to do
Ooh, yeah, take my hand
Let me take you to Love Land
Let me show you how sweet it could be
Sharing your love with Larry, listen
Float, float on (You better float with me now)
Float on, float on (Float on)
Float, float, float on (Yeah, yeah)
(You better float on Float on)
Two further singles followed their smash into the charts, ‘You Don’t Have To Say I Love You’
(R&B 28) and ‘I Just Want To Be With You’ (R&B 36). The group disappeared as rapidly as they’d
arrived. In 1980 Cunningham left the group to resume an unavailing solo career. The group
reunited in 1990 and began playing dates with their long standing Floaters Orchestra, working in
multi group soul shows around the world, legendary concerts, countless clubs and lounges which
they continued to do well into recent years.
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What anyone says, albeit a gimmicky record, I personally think ‘Float On’ is as fresh today as it
was way back then. He was born 23rd June 1951 and died 10th January 2019.
CLYDIE KING
Clydie Mae King's earthy gospel rooted voice was heard on
hundreds of soul and rock classics. Along with Merry Clayton,
Vendetta Fields and Shirley Matthews, King was one of the
most in demand back up and session singers of all time. From
1966, for three years, see was a member of Ray Charles’
legendary backing singers the Raeletts.
Her own solo recordings, under various names, Little Clydie,
Brown Sugar, yielded very little success. She did make a
couple of appearances in the R&B charts with, in 1971, 'Bout
Love' (45) and in 1973 'Loneliness (Will Bring Us Together)'
(44). In 1980 she became a regular member of Bob Dylan's
touring band, occasionally singing duets live with him.
She was born 21st August, grew up in Dallas and sang in gospel choirs from a very early age.
She died 7th January 2019.
ACE CANNON
Ace Cannon began playing the alto sax at the age of ten and
continued playing through high school. After dropping out of
college, he began playing night clubs in the South. In 1959,
Ace joined a combo that began touring the US and appearing
on national TV. He passed through the Bill Justis orchestra as
lead saxophonist. In 1960 he formed his own group and
eventually signed with Hi records. In 1961 Ace recorded one of
his own compositions, 'Tuff', which became a national smash,
peaking at 17 on the Billboard charts. The follow up 'Blues
(Stay Away From Me)' also charted, reaching 36.
He continued to record for Hi records well into the seventies. In
the late eighties, after years of travelling, he semi-retired back
to his home town Calhoun City, Mississippi.
He was born 5th May 1934 and died 6th December 2018.
50 YEARS AGO (February/March 1969)
SOUL CITY RECORDS
The autumn of 1966 was the year that SOUL CITY began its
existence, as a modest record shop in Deptford High Street, London,
devoted solely to the sale of R&B and Soul records. It was owned by
one of the most respected soul journalists Dave Godin, along with
David Nathan and Robert Blackmore.
The shop soon outgrew its Deptford High Street establishment, so
eighteen months later they moved up town to Covent Garden in
Central London. It was from this base that the Soul City record label
was launched, a label which existed entirely for the release of
American soul records in this country, initially distributed by Island
and then Philips, when they took over Island distribution. The label
design had a never to be forgotten phrase on the right hand side,
"SOUL AS DEEP AS YOU LIKE... AND THEN SOME..."
April 1968 saw the label’s debut release with Don Gardner & Dee Dee Ford 'Don't You Worry' b/w
'I'm Coming Home To Stay'.
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The second release was the classic and greatest ever platter recorded, 'Nothing Can Stop Me' by
Gene Chandler which, although released previously in the UK on Stateside, went on to become
Soul City's biggest selling hit single, which soared to number 41 on the national charts, and would
have gone higher if chart compilation data had included returns from specialist record shops.
Unfortunately for Soul City the success of 'Nothing Can Stop Me' was not emulated, which might
have helped the label financially. However during the following 18 months, they put out a number
of soul gems; Chuck Edwards’ 'Downtown Soulville', Bessie Banks’ 'Go Now', Major Lance’s ‘The
Beat', the classic Valentinos' original version of 'It's All Over Now', and many others. They also
released a handful of albums, of which Mighty Sam's scintillating MIGHTY SOUL set stands out
from the pack.
In October 1969 Alan Toussaint’s 'We The People' was to be Soul City's final release. In 1970 the
set up went bust, which saw Soul City close both the label and the only true specialist soul shop.
Today Soul City is seen as a classic label, and fondly remembered.
Anyway 'Soul City' used to produce a monthly sales charts, which used to be published in Blues
and Soul magazine. So here is fifty years ago. How many do you remember or bought...
SINGLES FEBRUARY 1969
PRIVATE NUMBER - Judy Clay/William Bell : Stax
AIN’T GOT NO-I GOT LIFE - Nina Simone : RCA
WHO’S MAKIN’ LOVE - Johnnie Taylor : Stax
THE STAR - Shirley Lawson : Soul City
HERE I AM, IN LOVE AGAIN - The Brothers Two : Action
YOU GOT SOUL - Johnny Nash : Major Minor
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS LOVE - Sweet Inspirations : Atlantic
THE DUCK - Jackie Lee : London
STOP HER ON SIGHT - Edwin Star : Polydor
DIRECT ME - Otis Redding : Atlantic
ALBUMS
BELL’S CELLAR OF SOUL Vol 2 - Various Artists : Bell
GROOVY BABY - Various Artists : Direction
LIVE AT THE WHISKEY A GOGO - Otis Redding : Atlantic
LIVE AT THE OLYMPIA PARIS - Aretha Franklin : Atlantic
YOU’RE ALL I NEED - Marvin & Tammi : T Motown
HIT 68 - Various Artists : Atlantic
CHARTBUSTERS Vol 2 - Various Artists : T Motown
SOUL DIRECTIONS - Arthur Conley : Atlantic
BLUES POWER - Albert King : Stax
SOUL LIMBO - Booker T & the MGs - Stax
SINGLES MARCH 1969
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THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT - Thelma Jones : Soul City
I HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE - Marvin Gaye : T Motown
CAN’T SATISFY - The Impressions : Stateside
SOULFUL STRUT - Young Holt Unlimited : MCA
I’M GONNA MAKE YOU LOVE ME - Supremes/Temptations : T Motown
YOU AIN’T LIVIN’ TILL YOU’RE LOVIN’ - Marvin Gaye/Tammi Terrell : T Motown
READY OR NOT - The Delfonics : Bell
HAPPY CHATTER - Soul City Executives : Soul City
CHAIN REACTION/HELP ME - The Spellbinders : Direction
EVERYDAY PEOPLE - Sly/Family Stone : Direction
ALBUMS
ROSS/SUPREMES/TEMPTATIONS - T Motown
‘NUFF SAID - Nina Simone : RCA Victor
IN THE GROOVE - Marvin Gaye : T Motown
SOUL MASTER - Edwin Starr : T Motown
I’VE NEVER FOUND A GIRL - Eddie Floyd : Stax
HOME COOKIN’ - Junior Walker : T Motown
FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE - Stevie Wonder : T Motown
SOUL LIMBO - Booker T & the MGs : Stax
SOUL CLAN - Various : Atlantic
ELECTRIC MUD - Muddy Waters : Chess
Billy Steward was live at the Royal Tottenham 24th January 1969. Ben E King was all over the UK
February/March 1969.
The G-Clefs, Orchid, Purley, 17th March 1969 (more soul than Rock’n’Roll). What a great venue
the Orchid ballroom was. I have some great memories of the Orchid. One used to have to wear a
tie to get in. They always had a stock behind the ticket office, just in case. I used to always carry
one in my pocket.
60 YEARS AGO. Lest we forget on the 3rd February 1959 Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and J P
Richardson (Big Bopper) were tragically killed when their aircraft crashed near Clear Lake, Ohio.

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SNOWBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Reviving the spirit of late fifties outfit the Lost City Ramblers skiffle
group of which Hylda Sims was a member, here she is joined by two
like-minded musicians to recall those halcyon days, in traditional fashion, but with a modern touch.
All three of them share vocal duties and are capable guitar players, with Kevin ‘Doc’ Stenson also
providing judicious harmonica accompaniment. The material is eclectic comprising fifteen tracks
drawing from the blues, folk and country fields, a couple of which are instrumentals with one of
those having been composed by Stenson.
There are three Hylda Sims songs too such as the autobiographical Bohemian flavoured
Mooching Around Soho with the mention of bebop and trad, The Mandrake and The French
(House). Also her topical Bad Brexit Blues with its singalong chorus and the witty Blues Medicine
in which she prescribes the taking of ‘a little twelve bar every day’.
Other tracks include well performed covers of numbers such as Leadbelly’s prison song Midnight
Special, Tampa Red’s Blues With A Feeling, Casey Bill Weldon’s Guitar Swing and Jelly Roll
Morton’s 2.19 (aka Mamie’s Blues). Also The Memphis Jug Band’s Take A Whiff, which Lonnie
Donegan sanitized as Have A Drink On Me, and How Can A Poor Man which tells of hard times
during the Great Depression of the nineteen thirties. Thoroughly entertaining.

Having garnered a growing reputation as a live act of some
substance this is Sister Suzie’s debut on disc, and a fine one it is
too. Surrounded by consummate musicians, core backing is
provided by her regular cohorts The Right Band comprising
Darren ‘Eddie’ Edwards on double bass, guitarist Matt Jackson
and Brian Nevill on drums & percussion. They are augmented by
special guests Big John Carter on piano and Nick Lunt on
baritone saxophone, with Al Nicholls and Andy Dummett sharing tenor sax duties.
The action kicks off with blasting horns and a lively party feel to Carol Fran’s hot boppin’ Knock
Knock. A typical Elmore James guitar riff introduces the bluesman’s Can’t Hold Out with Suzie’s
booming voice very much in evidence amid everyone seemingly having a ball. A great beat runs
through Lavelle White’s Stop These Teardrops, while Sloppy Drunk is given a faster and fuller
sound than the Jimmy Rogers original. Saxophones start off Just Like An Old Dog before Suzie
chimes in harmoniously, with pounding piano featuring prominently.
However, the pick of the cover versions is a meritorious rendition of the Irma Thomas classic
Ruler Of My Heart. It is apparent that Thomas is a major influence by the tender torch song Yours
which Suzie co-wrote with Matt Jackson, and sings with warmth and feeling. The pair also penned
the bluesy Working Girl incorporating solid sax and guitar, plus a brace of uptempo numbers in the
form of the rocking New Shoes and Desire with its memorable drumbeat and stinging guitar break.
To complete the album Suzie composed the compelling Big Mistake which has an insistent rockin’
rhythm and the title track which is driven along by Carter’s vigorous boogie-woogie piano work.
Lee Wilkinson
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TFTW continues its new section where we revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a
current relevance.

Mr Excitement 1934 – 1984: A tribute to Jackie
Wilson
(Part 1)

Printed in issues 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 from Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct 2002
Had he lived, Jackie Wilson would have been 68 years old next
month. That he never quite made it to septuagenarianism was due
to the fact that he was Mr Excitement to Sam Cooke’s Mr Soul and
James Brown’s Mr Dynamite. A dynamic colossus who sang hard,
worked hard, played hard, living life at full tilt, perhaps this may
account for the (eventually) fatal heart attack he suffered while on
stage at the Latin Casino, New Jersey in September 1975; his
being transferred from institution to institution while in a vegetative
state over the next few years, up to his eventual death in January
1984. While his wives (common-law or not) and girlfriends fought
viciously over his goods and chattels, he burned back into the
British public’s conscience with a re-issue of his first solo hit ‘Reet
Petite’, an unlikely Christmas number one, in 1986. Once the fuss
died down, things continued as they were in the States while, over
here, with the onset of CDs, the music lovers wondered if there would ever be a comprehensive
box set released of Wilson’s material. Over in the States, Rhino lit the fuse in the early 90s with
the three CD overview ‘Mr Excitement’; but it took Edsel/Diablo in the UK to give us Wilson
acolytes what we really wanted; a complete re-issue (in 2 on 1 form) of Jackie’s 26 (yes 26!)
studio albums released between 1958 and 1976.
By way of a tribute to this R&B/soul titan, over the next few months I’d
like to offer an appraisal of Wilson’s work by looking at these releases
(issued during 1998/99) in rough order. First, a quick biog pre-Brunswick;
born Jack Leroy Wilson in Highland Park, Michigan on June 9 th 1934, he
expressed a love for singing at an early age and particularly enjoyed the
work of Al Jolson (whose songs formed the basis of the ‘You Ain’t Heard
Nothin’ Yet’ album in 1961), Roy Brown, Al Hibbler and Mahalia Jackson.
Though he formed his first group, the Ever Ready Gospel Singers, when
only twelve he had aspirations to be a boxer, a career curtailed by his
mother who felt that her son had been bashed around too many times.
Turning back to singing, he entered ‘amateur nights’ at Harlem’s
notorious Apollo Theatre where he was noticed by Johnny Otis, who tried
(and failed) to get him a solo contract with Syd Nathan’s King label
(Jackie would become involved with King a year or two later, but more on that in a tick). In early
1952, he managed to get on to record for the first time, recording a personal favourite song,
‘Danny Boy’, along with ‘Rainy Day Blues’. Recorded at Joe Syracuse’s United Sound Studios in
Detroit, the sides were issued (as by Sonny Wilson) on Dizzy Gillespie’s DG label on two separate
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78s, the B-sides of which featured instrumentals. Their rarity value is enormous; no re-issue,
whether in official or bootleg form, has ever surfaced.
At the end of ’52 Wilson got his big break; he was offered a job as
lead singer with Billy Ward’s Dominoes, replacing the departing
Clyde McPhatter. With McPhatter out front Ward had amassed a
number of R&B chart hits over the past two years but, with Jackie,
hits became scarce (only the first release, a stunning version of the
pop hit ‘Rags To Riches’ made the R&B Top 10 in 1953). A change
of labels, first to Jubilee in 1955 and then to Decca in 1956, did not
see a change in fortunes. However, the Dominoes attracted a lot of
attention as a live act, in particular Jackie himself; toward the end of
1956 they worked a season in Las Vegas and in the audience, more
often than not, was the year’s biggest new star, Elvis Presley. In what
became known as the ‘Million Dollar Quartet’ session, held at the
Sun Studio in Memphis, the Hillbilly Cat enthused over “a little
coloured guy with Ward’s Dominoes” who did an interpretation
(rather than a mere version) of ‘Don’t Be Cruel’. In fact, Presley
became a serious fan thereafter and pictures of Elvis and Jackie together, taken in 1967 and
1974, can be viewed in Tony Douglas’ excellent biography ‘Lonely Teardrops’ (recently re-issued
as ‘The Man, The Music, The Mob’).
Now let’s look at a couple of CDs;
He’s So Fine/Lonely Teardrops
(Diablo 867)
After leaving the Dominoes in the first months of 1957 (he was replaced by ex-Lark Gene
Mumford) Jackie Wilson settled back in Detroit where he met Al Green, manager of LaVern Baker
and Johnnie Ray and owner of the Flame Bar, a popular local venue that featured many top R&B
acts from time to time. It was at the Flame that Jackie reacquainted himself with childhood friend
Roquel "Billy" Davis who subsequently played guitar in Hank Ballard’s band (indeed, you’ll
remember him at the legendary Hammersmith Palais gig at the end of 1986). Davis had formed a
songwriting partnership with a friend, Berry Gordy, and offered samples to Jackie who liked the
material. Al Green initially appointed himself as manager but soon handed the reins over to a
junior member of his staff, the relatively inexperienced Nat Tarnopol.
Rather than veer Wilson towards a reputable R&B label, Green landed Jackie on Decca, a major
run by Bob Theile whose preferred musical tastes ran to MoR/whitebread pop. Placed on the
Brunswick subsidiary, Green placed Wilson with an appropriately MoR musical director, Dick
Jacobs and so the tracks on Jackie’s debut album ‘He’s So Fine’, released in March 1958, all bear
a riffing horn section, occasional strings and a Modernaires-like chorus, as well as the likes of
Sam ’The Man’ Taylor, Ernie Hayes, Lloyd Trotman and David ‘Panama’ Francis. Also, the
sessions were held at the Pythian Temple in New York, where Bill Haley and the Comets had
been cutting their most memorable sides. Composing credits were divided between Gordy and
Davis (a.k.a. Tyran Carlo) – ‘Etcetera’, ‘It’s So Fine’ (which ironically, LaVern Baker also recorded
for Atlantic), the ground-breaking ballad ‘To Be Loved’, ‘I’m Wanderin’ and ‘Reet Petite’, – another
childhood pal Alonzo Tucker – ‘As Long As I Live’, ‘Why Can’t You Be Mine’ – Jackie himself –
‘Come Back To Me’ – and various others – ‘Right Now’, ‘It’s Too Bad We Had To Say Goodbye’
and ‘If I Can’t Have You’.
‘Reet Petite’ itself was visualised by its composers as a cool, mid-tempo blues but was instead
transformed by Jacobs into a frothy, bouncy rocker, much to the chagrin of Gordy and Davis;
Jackie himself described his vocal as an affectionate parody of Elvis’ style. Whatever the
principals felt about it, it was only a modest hit when released in the States in the Fall of ’57,
reaching number 62, but it burned up the British dance halls and went Top 10, peaking at number
6. The album also carried a majestic re-cut of ‘Danny Boy’, a real tour de force in which Wilson
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unleashes his box of tricks on the listener in no uncertain terms. ‘To Be Loved’ was Gordy and
Davis’ first real money spinner; it peaked just outside the Top 10 in the States, providing Jackie
with the first of some 50 or so chart hits on the R&B and national pop charts, a track record
equalled only by James Brown and it provided Berry Gordy with the title for his best selling
autobiography. Both ‘Etcetera’ and ‘Come Back To Me’ have, in recent times, become dance
favourites at such weekenders as Hemsby with the new generation of bopcats.
If ‘To Be Loved’ made the American public aware of Jackie Wilson, the success of ‘Lonely
Teardrops’ was to elevate him to the superstar league. Again, Billy and Berry saw the song as a
slow blues and, again, Jacobs pissed them off by this time utilising a Latin treatment, reflecting the
then-popularity of the ‘Chalypso’ dance (doing the cha-cha to a calypso tune – H). One of the few
R&B hits to feature a tuba playing a bass line, ‘Teardrops’ was Wilson’s first major crossover hit
and stands unchallenged as the definitive version of an occasionally covered song (only Narvel
Felts comes close to equalling Jackie).
The ‘Lonely Teardrops’ album included two more hits, both penned by Gordy and Davis, ‘That’s
Why’ and ‘You Better Know It’, which Jackie memorably featured in the 1959 rock flick ‘Go,
Johnny, Go’. The guys also contributed three strong ballads, ‘Each Time’, ‘Someone To Need Me’
and ‘We Have Love’. ‘The Joke’ by Janie Bradford and Gwen Gordie (sister of Berry) is an okay, if
gimmicky, rocker. Wilson himself wrote the quirky ‘Singing A Song’; as for the rest, material such
as ‘In The Blue Of The Evening’, ‘Love Is All’, ‘Hushabye’ and, for God’s sake, ‘By The Light Of
The Silvery Moon’, were concerted efforts by Jacobs and Tarnopol to push Jackie into the
absolute mainstream. It worked – but at a price; disenchanted by outside interference, Berry
Gordy and Billy Davis wanted to leave the set-up.
So Much/Jackie Sings The Blues
(Diablo DIAB 881)
The Wilson/Davis/Gordy triumvirate lasted for one more album. At the time of the release of ‘So
Much’ in November 1959, not only was Jackie Wilson one of the top hit-makers in the States, he
was also one of the most exciting (not to say daring) live performers. His stage performances
were truly a spectacle; he sang, he danced, he spun, he glided, back-overflipped, sank to his
knees, lay at the front of the stage inviting the women, already worn to a frazzle, to tear his clothes
off (quite often they did) – he was that kind of performer.
Anyway, ‘So Much’ features songs from a variety of songwriting teams; Berry and Billy bid farewell
with the ballad ‘Thrill Of Love’ and the excellent ‘I’ll Be Satisfied’ which became another Top 10 hit
for Mr Excitement as he came to be known. Barbara Campbell (Mrs Sam Cooke) contributed ‘I
Know I’ll Always Be In Love With You’. Jackie weighed in with an attractive ballad ‘Wishing Well’,
while Sid Wyche added to the hit roster with ‘Talk That Talk’. The title track, as well as ‘The Magic
Of Love’, ‘Happiness’ and ‘Never Go Away’, while up-tempo, aren’t genuine R&B, rather pop
confections. Jackie goes into Lanza-esque overdrive on ‘Only You, Only Me’; real drama in this,
as there is in the quasi-religious ‘Ask’.
‘Jackie Sings The Blues’, issued in April 1960, is really an opportunity missed. The material itself
is fine but the musical application (the bloody Modernaires more than anything else) is
disappointing. If Jackie had recorded ‘Please Tell Me Why’, ‘Doggin’ Around’, ‘New Girl In Town’,
‘Nothin’ But The Blues’, ‘Passin’ Through’, ‘Excuse Me For Loving’, ‘She Done Me Wrong’, ‘Sazzle
Dazzle’, ‘Please Stick Around’, ‘C’mon And Love Me Baby’, ‘Comin’ To Your House’ and ‘It’s Been
A Long Time’ with, say, King Curtis, Mickey Baker, Harry Van Walls, Frank Fields and Earl
Palmer, now that would surely have been one of the top three R&B/soul albums of all time.
Instead we got Dick Jacobs. Shame. Jackie’s vocals on each of these tracks are as transcendent
as they could be but both manager and musical director managed to empty every last drop of
menace from the gut-bucket.
Brian “Bunter” Clark
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I went with Chris de Bruin, sitting at the front of a
balcony where we got an excellent view. We had
entered the theater via the stage door because there
was a lift to take us up to our balcony, and on the way
passed Albert Lee standing in the corridor, and Eric
Clapton's dressing room.
The atmosphere was great in this sold-out venue,
rather like that in a Chas and Dave show. Dave
Peacock was frequently center stage, and many of
Chas and Dave's songs were performed by him and
others, including 'Down To Margate', 'The Sideboard
Song', 'I Wonder Who's Arms You're In Tonight?', 'Give
Me A London Girl', etc. Chas' daughter Kate Garner
was on piano and singing some of the time, and joined
in on a hand-held microphone when Eric Clapton led
Albert Lee and Dave Peacock on 'Goodnight Irene'.
Joe Brown and Mike Berry were among the many other
performers. I did not write down a song list and, with so
many people singing various songs, it is difficult to
recall who sung what. But I do recall Eric Clapton
singing 'Little Queenie', and Jackie Lynton (who
appeared on the 2012 TFTW show at the Borderline)
was a great revelation to me. One for TFTW to think
about booking again.

Other performers included Paul Whitehouse, Ed
Tenpole Tudor, Ralph McTell and Gary Brooker.
Mark Lamarr read out a funny story Chas had
written about him and Joe Meek when Chas
was quite naive, and how he rejected Joe's
advances on a sofa.
The whole evening was marvellous, and above
the stage throughout was a lovely black and
white photo of Chas Hodges. Before the show
even started we were listening to Chas playing
and singing on various numbers, including two
from The Session with Jerry Lee Lewis.
That Chas Hodges was truly loved and
appreciated by so many was made evident by
both the many performers and the packed
audience. I just hope that Dave Peacock and
Kate Garner can, together or separately, keep
the tradition going. Rockney must live on!
Tony Papard
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The Pretty Things were born at the start
of the British blues boom in the early
1960s which saw the emergence of
other groups such as the Rolling Stones,
the Animals and the Yardbirds. In fact
guitarist Dick Taylor was an early
member of the Rolling Stones before
they achieved national fame. They never
hit the heights reached by some of their
competitors, which is why they played their last-ever gig at the 2350 capacity Indigo concert venue
rather than some football stadium. In fact, the MC, Arthur Brown of "Fire" fame, quipped that guest
stars Dave Gilmour and Van Morrison had been added in order to fill the hall.
What the crowd lacked in size, it made up for in enthusiasm as some queued for two or three
hours before the doors opened to get to the best vantage points. The format of the show was
explained by Arthur Brown, standing in for Bill Nighy whose film commitments had prevented him
from taking the MC role. The night was to be divided into three segments, as will be detailed
below.
The first set featured the current line-up of the band - Phil May, Dick Taylor, Frank Holland,
George Woosey and Jack Greenwood - performing their early hits and stage favourites, such as
"Honey, I Need", "Don't Bring Me Down", "Mama Keep Your Big Mouth Shut", "Defecting Grey",
"Midnight To Six Man", "Big Boss Man" and "Mr Evasion".
The second set featured songs from the albums "S.F. Sorrow" and "Parachute". The Pretty Things
are credited with writing the first "rock opera" in "S.F. Sorrow", predating the Who's "Tommy". Five
songs were selected from this album, bracketed by two songs from the follow-up "Parachute". For
this segment, the band line-up was changed to include members of the band who had performed
on those albums, Skip Alan, Wally Waller and John Povey. Pink Floyd guitarist Dave Gilmour
joined in on five of these songs.
The current version of the band returned for the third set, introduced as songs they wished they
had recorded, though in the event it also included their 1966 B-side "£.S.D." This was the segment
that I related to most, being a collection of mostly blues songs. They started off with acoustic
versions of Muddy Waters' "I Can't Be Satisfied", "Robert Johnson's "Come On In My Kitchen" and
Willie Dixon's "Little Red Rooster". Guest Van Morrison, friends with Phil May since the early days
of the blues boom, was introduced, playing "Baby Please Don't Go" and a couple of Bo Diddley
songs "I Can Tell" and "You Can't Judge A Book By Looking At Its Cover". As he left the stage,
the band continued the Bo Diddley theme (appropriate for a band named after one of Bo's songs)
with "Mona", "Who Do You Love" and "Pretty Thing", followed by Billy Boy Arnold's "I Wish You
Would". Dave Gilmour returned to the stage for the afore-mentioned "£.S.D." and "Old Man
Going".
For the encore, with the entire cast of musicians on stage, they played their first hit "Rosalyn",
followed by a shambolic and obviously under-rehearsed version of "Road Runner", with confusion
about whether vocalists Phil May and Van Morrison were due to come in with a verse or the
guitarists with another solo. The show finished with Phil May and Dick Taylor alone on stage with
"The Loneliest Person" from "S.F. Sorrow". I am not over-familiar with the work of the Pretty
Things, but this was an entertaining evening, and the last one ever for the band.
Alan Lloyd
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Throughout the history of this column all sorts of movies have been considered although I can’t
say I recommended all of them. Still, either good, bad or even boring ones shared some lines in
each article.
All genres from Science Fiction, Western or Drama, gosh, even Science Fiction
Western Dramas like Cowboys and Aliens (2011) or Westworld (2016) for that
matter. Actually, not really, the column is not that old, neither has it examined
any TV series so far. Nevertheless, I had to show off some knowledge on the
topic.
Again, all genres… Well, all but one. Corn, er… Torn… BLUE MOVIES!!
That’s right,
always self-promoting, often selfdeprecating and at last, now a self-pleasuring series. Unfortunately,
my own computer is toned down, therefore, this article will be user
friendly, rated E for everyone, such is my nature. At least I can add
some pictures… Here is Morn, a recurrent silent character on Star
Trek; Deep Space 9.
To be fair and to break with the self-criticizing norm. Adult movies are
no longer screened in cinemas. Not that I ever went to watch any, I
was too young do so. So I missed out on that experience... perhaps for the better.
That alone didn’t stop me from going and watching some. On the contrary, I have watched,
perhaps, a few too many for the sake of getting material to write this article. I reckon my parents
thought I had depression or something when I locked myself in my room in the dark, with a box of
tissues for the better part of two months. My mum thought that something had happened and I
was crying alone. Bless her!
Adult movies are as old as the media itself. At that time, though, they were done on demand for
the few able to afford cutting-edge technology, mainly successful businessmen and even Royalty,
apparently.
During that time, and indeed for a long, long time, sex had
been considered taboo. Sometimes even dirty or sinful
especially out of marriage and away from its reproductive
purpose.
The true starting point however came during the sixties and the
sexual revolution. Feminism was also pushing for a liberation
and normalisation of sex, this time for pleasure and recreation
purposes, making it okay for the first time and no longer sinful,
dirty or taboo.
The market-oriented capitalism of the seventies made the adult
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industry boom fiercely. Yes, capitalism and porn go hand to hand but at a price. But more on that
later.
At last with the dawn of video and DVDs the distribution of porn become global. Global as in
world-wide, as it is today through the World Wide Web, with a difference; nowadays it is free. Free
online porn.
These are the times we live on fast food, fast love and fast social interaction. Facebook, burgers
and porn. As living beings, we, humans have a few biological needs; nourishment, social
interaction and sex. Living in a capitalist country submerges us in an ever-increasing demand. The
constant pressure to yield results, to produce, to succeed translates into less time to eat, less time
to interact and ultimately less time to find love.
The porn industry covers one of these needs. At least ideally.
And I truly believe it did, that was its original purpose. However the same former rules apply to the
adult media. The urge to evolve with the times, to keep afloat despite the competition between
itself, the imperative to offer something new has led the industry to the extreme. Forms of sex and
relationships that are, to put it mildly, abusive and abhorrent.
Not to say they have it better in a socialist country. There, porn is strictly forbidden. Still, porn is,
largely, consumed. Their citizens simply resort to a VPN (Virtual Private Network) to bypass the
security wall; tricking the system into thinking that it is connected to a more free country allowing
users to watch it.
After all, porn is a necessary evil. Therefore, it’s a good thing it exists.
At least, we have the choice to watch it or not. We can even make
good use of it. Use it to spice up a relationship, satisfy our curiosity,
because sooner or later we want to find out or release a certain urge
if there is no other way. But as pointed out earlier there is also bad
side and it is large and very dark.
Actors and actresses that reprise a role on a hard-core movie are
automatically labelled and cast out from the main film industry. Lucky,
some make it. And here is where I can really show off some movie
knowledge, for real.
Tracy Lords is an ex-porn star that has made it, not without
controversy, to the major, regular, studios. Well, actually, I just like
Science-Fiction a lot and she happens to play a main character on a
TV series I used to watch; First Wave.
Which begs the question why the actors in a heist movie playing thieves are praised and the porn
actors are despised. And that is a key element; it is a movie, just a movie. It fulfils our fantasies
the same way a super hero movie, an action or even a comedy does, with implausible situations
that just don’t happen in real life. The stigma associated with it often has an impact on the mental
well-being of them driving them into alcoholism and other substance abuse.
In addition, actors and actresses must perform in not so ideal conditions, with a background crew,
cameramen, lighting, etc. And often in a not very pleasant position or form which makes a visual
impact, but it is more painful than anything else.
And of course, leaving it for last, it is free internet porn. The
best thing is also the worst thing; its accessibility. Any device
connected to the internet can access it with no age
restrictions whatsoever and that is dangerous especially for
young and vulnerable minds.
Also in a profit driven society nothing is, neither should be,
free. Adult websites are plagued with viruses and
ransomware, programs able to stealthy download while
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tapping on a XXX movie to later freeze the computer and ask for a stiff amount of money to fix it.
Perhaps the only viable defence against porn is education. Again, understanding how it works. I
am sure you have seen a “How a movie was made”. Therefore, look up “How a porn movie was
made” and get some insight on it.
If your conclusion is negative the solution is ultra-simple. Stop watching them. Not only that, I dare
you, if you are hooked into adult content, to have a break for a few days, then another one for a
few weeks. After each break the curtain that covers your eyes will start to unveil and porn will
become less appealing till you eventually give it up. I did.
If your conclusion is positive keep watching. Keep watching as
long as you enjoy them. Keep watching with caution, though.
Keep a separate device exclusively for it. A cheap tablet no one
will miss if it gets broken or flooded with viruses. Luckily, our
readers are fans of vintage, which is safe and shot at a time
when we were much more naïve and less demanding. It is my
hope you still have some old VHS and early DVDs hidden inside
your movie collection.
Please, submit them to the Tales From The Woods office so I
can write a review of them.
Thanks

Marti Canal

Pre-Buzz Chatter
As you may have read in last issue’s (106) Buzz column, we’re returning to
Guys/St Thomas social club, London Bridge, after an absence of a few years,
although this time we’re going to be separate from the jollities of regulars and
their guests, having our own room outer door and inner door to guarantee our
privacy.
The Tales From The Woods band, on this date Friday 5th April, will no doubt
be eager to debut the fruits of their hard work of rehearsal in readiness for our Doug Kershaw and
Graham Fenton show in June, performing a number or two from the exciting set list.
Once again Shaunny Longlegs will be plugging in as he journeys his way to a diary full of gigs, a
stager of more mature vintage. He’ll be taking time off from his busy schedule to join in the fun
and perform a few numbers; almost certainly there will be a surprise guest or two, so one for your
diaries gang. Watch out for website updates, round-robin emails and within future editions of this
magazine.

























As Issue 107 appears before your eyes we shall be just five months away from our wonderfully
exciting event at London’s 100 Club, when we bring to a Tales From The Woods stage an
exclusive one-off for the legendary Ragin’ Cajun, Mr Doug Kershaw, from Louisiana, with Graham
Fenton in support.
I’m sure all lovers of roots music would not want to miss a show such as this. Please, when
advising us, would you kindly let us know if seating is required for yourself or anyone within your
party. It’s going to be one of the greatest TFTW nights yet, a high amongst highs.
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.

Announcement time folks. Commencing in Issue
108, a vinyl for sale column will appear. As the time
approaches for a much needed downsize, records
need to be dispatched to good homes. It’s not going
to be a several page in-depth analysis of what’s for
sale, just simply the artist, label, year, and condition.
Maybe a dozen to twenty five albums will be listed
as time does not allow for anything more.
Not all will be of interest to fans of roots music or
even within the remit of this most diverse of all
specialist music magazines but could appeal to your
friends or relatives who might be fans of what is now
(laughably in my opinion) described as classic rock
by those in the music media, alongside glam rock,
punk and quite possibly everything in between,
sitting alongside typical TFTW fare. Books too, that may have been overlooked in the past on our
merchandise table. Magazines, some quite rare and in fine condition that I’m sure would interest
our younger readers. TFTW show posters and other such memorabilia are likely to be up for grabs
in coming issues. I’m off to start cataloguing as soon as I finish typing.

























As Rock’n’Roll Weekenders have by now more or less given up on American originals, preferring
to concentrate their energies on UK and European performers of much later generations; naturally
with so many of the original artists sadly no longer with us, or too old, too infirm either to travel or
perform, this curtails much of what these weekenders have brought us over the decades.
However all is not completely lost, as Tales From The Woods is luckily in a better position than
many. We throw our net wider, we cover and promote most forms of roots music, proven in past,
shows that have featured swamp pop, doo-wop, as well as Rock’n’Roll, blues and folk, not
forgetting too, veteran British performers from which we first made our name. TFTW have more
than a few wonderful ideas regarding roots and off-shoots of American Rock’n’Roll, artists whom
are yet to set foot on UK stage, or have not performed here in decades.
I’m sure that many of these performers would be as thrilled and excited to be stepping on a
London stage as Raging Cajun himself Doug Kershaw who, at the present time is who we shall be
bringing to you this coming June. This is likely to be the only major show TFTW will be doing this
year, so we all want to see a full house as I’m sure you’ll all
rooting for us, as anything less will certainly place all our future
projects in jeopardy. If you’re a fan of roots music, a true
Rock’n’Roll fan, I know you’ll be there; it’s not just TFTW that
needs you, it’s all lovers of American roots music.
Who would you loyal TFTW followers and readers like to see on a
TFTW stage? Drop us an email here or pick up the telephone,
we’d love to hear from you.
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
February 2019
9
Saturday
Jarrod Dickenson
Americana singer-songwriter from Texas.
Oslo Bar, 1A Amhurst Road, Hackney E8 1LL

£16.80

12
Tuesday
Cedric Burnside
Hill country blues drummer (and grandson of RL Burnside) performing and signing new album.
Doors 6.00 pm, live 7.00 pm.
Rough Trade East, Old Truman Brewery, 91 Brick Lane E1 6QL
CD £9.99, LP £14.99
14
Thursday
As above

Cedric Burnside
The Blues Kitchen, Camden £5 + fees

15 & 16
Union Chapel

Friday & Saturday
CANCELLED

Lamont Dozier

18-23 Monday-Saturday
Booker T Jones
Former organ player with MGs expected to sell-out.
Ronnie Scott’s
£45 - £85 + fees
27
Wednesday
Bill Kirchen Band
The indestructible ‘Titan of the Telecaster’ keeps on trucking, this visit taking in London, Cardiff and
Whitstable.
The Borderline
£17.50 + fees
March 2019
1-2
Friday-Saturday
Jean Carne
Legendary soul-singer who is a favourite of UK soul fans.
Hideaway
£25
7
Thursday
Albert Lee: 75th Birthday Tour
Stand-up guitarist and singer thoughtfully choosing a seated venue for his fans.
Great Hall, Blackheath Halls £25 + fees
10
Sunday
Big Boy Bloater & The Limits
The much loved BBB giving his own twist on rhythm & blues and rock ‘n’ roll. Support is Jeremy & The
Harlequins. (But aren’t they all, I hear you say).
The 100 Club
£15 + fees (adv), £20 (door)
10
Sunday
Rockie Robbins
Quiet storm soul loved by ladies wisely wary of men who
don’t. A Soulboy recommendation.
Jazz Cafe
£22.50 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/
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March 2019 (continued)
13
Wednesday
Colter Hall
Canadian singer-songwriter with a lived-in voice, whose genres are described as Americana, folk and
Outlaw Country.
Electric Ballroom
£18 + fees
14
Thursday
Big Sandy & His Flyrite Boys
Rockabilly legend Sandy will be found ‘upstairs’ at the venue.
The Blues Kitchen, Brixton £16 + fees
16
Saturday
Taildragger
Low-down and dirty blues from Chicago by the man known as The Tail Dragger (named after a song by his
hero Howlin’ Wolf).
Ain’t Nothin’ But
9.30 pm
16
Saturday
Ural Thomas & The Pain
After a deep soul classic in 1967, a rejuvenated Ural
has returned with 2 albums in the last 3 years with a
young band. Another Soulboy recommendation.
100 Club
£15 + fees

17
Sunday
Si Cranstoun
An enjoyable evening for all, whether it be “swing,
rock ‘n’ roll, rhythm & blues, soul or ska”.
Islington Assembly Hall
£16.50
22
Friday
Bob Log III
An acquired taste or one for those with a particularly
warped sense of humour?
Jazz Cafe
£15 + fees
25-26 Monday-Tuesday
Eric Benet
Contemporary R&B singer from the 1990s singing
music that touches his soul.
Jazz Cafe
£29.50 + fees
28
Thursday
Bernard Allison
A chip off the block of Luther. Expect a similar
high energy guitar workout veering from blues to
rock.
The Boom Boom Club at Sutton Utd football club
£17.50 + fees (adv), £20 (door)

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

29
Friday
Tom Russell
Senior singer-songwriter, who has the jokes as well as the songs. The prescient ‘Who’s gonna build your
wall’ combines both.
100 Club
£20 + fees
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April 2019
9
Tuesday
Bobby Rush
The Donald McGill of the blues, hopefully with one or two booty girls, continues to spread joy and good
music.
Jazz Cafe
£27.50 + fees
May 2019
4
Saturday
Lee Fields & The Expressions
Retro soul that you can trust from singer who has been doing it longer and better than most.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£26.60 (standing), £29.40 (unreserved seating on level one)
June 2019
14
Friday
Betty Harris
Soul singer admired for her ’60s recordings, now enjoying the praise from the stage having ‘retired’ from
1970 to 2005.
The 100 Club
£25 + fees

February will also feature the birthday soiree at Gerry’s Club.
Don't forget to book your tickets for Doug Kershaw and
Graham Fenton at the 100 Club on Sunday 16th June
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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